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TEACHER WALKOUT BEGINS THIRD DAY
KEA Board Expected To Ask
For Sanctions On Kentucky

WEATHER REPORT
United /Prose International

Kentucky: Mostly cloudy today with occasional light rain
ending from the west. Turning
colder north portion this morning and over state during afternoon. Diminishing cloudiness
and much colder tonight. Slight
chance of light rain or drizzle
east portion early tonight.
Thursday partly cloudy and
chilly. Highs today 30s north to
40s elsewhere. Lows tonight upper teens extreme north to 20
elsewhere.

Educators
Speak To
Lions Club

Murray City Schools To Hold
Public Relations Day Fiklay

the National Education AssocBy SAL GUIFFRE
iation (NEA) prepare to impose
United Press Internetlonel
There will be no school in participate in this program and
The Kentucky Education As- sanctioes on Kentucky.
the city of Murray on Friday, school will not be in regular
The sanctions would blacklist
sociation (KEA) has called a
February 27, according to an session on Friday. It is hoped
mass rally of the state's strik- Kentucky's schools in the eyes
announcement today by the that the community will show
The current education crisis
ing teachers for today at Louis- of the nation's teachers and
Murray Board of Education. their support for the stand that
.n Kentucky was the subject
ville's Freedom Hall to issue teacher colleges and discourage
The day will be get aside by has been taken by the Murray
of the program for the meeting
progress reports on the walk- Industries from locating in the
the board as a Public Relations Education Association concern*
ing our schools by actively parof the Murray Lions Club Tut,
out, now in its third day, for state.
Day.
day, February 24, at the MurThe walkout, which began
pay raises.'
The complete announcement ticipating in this Public Relatray Woman's Club House.
Following the rally, KEA's Monday, is being supported by
as released by the Murray ions Day."
Phil Shelton member of the
Thus far the mechanics of
Board of Directors will meet about ;25,000 of the state's 33,Board of Education is as folMurray Lions Club and presithe program have not been outand is expected to request that 000 public echoed teachers, most
lows:
Murray High Instructors prepare Information
shoots
dent of the Murray Education for the Public
of whom are KEA members.
"The Murray Board of Edu- lined, however it is thought
LAKE DATA
Relations Day on Friday. February 27. School
Association was the principal will not be In
A hearing will be held in Circation meeting Tuesday in that parents will be urged to
session
that
day,
according
to
the
Murray
cuit Court today in the Western
Special Session declared by un- call by the schools on Friday
Kentucky Lake, 7 am. 354.4 speaker. Others on the pro- Board of Education so that the public may be
Informed
Kentucky community of Padu- down 0.1; below dam 917.4 gram were Charles Archer, tea- concerning the present
animous vote that Friday, Feb-- to hear the teacher's program
crisis.
cher in the Murray City School
cah to end the strike by local clown 0.1, no gates open.
ruary 27, be get aside as a explained.
System, Maurice Ryan, Chair
It is doubtful whether the
teachers. Paducah and McCrackPublic Relations Day in the
en County school boards filed
Murray City School District. Calloway County Board of EduBarkley Wm, 7 am. 354.3 man at the Murray Board of
cation will follow suit on the
suit Monday.
down 0.3; bolo* dim 334.1 Education, Fred Schulte, Supt.
cd Murray City %melees and
Public Relations Day since
U the court rules the strike down 0.1 Laurie Alexander, senior stuMurray City Schools will open county schools have already
illegal and issues an injunction
dent at Murray High.
their doors Friday at 8:30 to missed about ten days of school
against it, the KEA has said it
Sunset 5:46; Sunrise 6:33.
All expressed their views on
The case of Aubrey Hatcher
will take federal court action
Moon rises 9:17 p.m.
Murray University School all citizens of the community because of bad weather.
the current crisis and Ryan vs. Commonwealth of
Bob Allen, President of the
Kentucky PTA, will meet in the school to discuss the issues of educaFellow says thirty-five is a good to have the ruling voided.
said that the Murray Board of scheduled for
Supt. of Public Instruction
Tuesday, Febru- auditorium at 7:00 p.m. Thurs- tion in Murray and Kentucky. Calloway County Teachers Asage for a woman, particularly if
Education supports the local ary 24, in
Invitations are being sent to all sociation said today that the asWendell P. Butler has indicated
Calloway Circuit day, February 26.
she is fifty-five.
teachers in emcee of their re Court was
the parents who have children sociation plans a series of artithat many other school boards
reported to have
'quests.
Ryan Ind Shelton each been
During the business session In school. Other Interested pee cles by its publicity committee,
settled out of court_
Men had his we stolen and re- will file similar suits if the Mcindicated there is a good workrepresenting each of the schools
This case involved highway the Dominating committee will pie are welcome.
ported it to the police. Said he Cracken County Court issues
:Mg agreement between the condemnation right
Round table discussions will in the county.
of way on report, and the officers for the
was not too worried since he the injunction to force the teaMurray Board and the teachers. South
Allen said that "although the
next school year will be elect- be held at each school. Resource
chers back to work.
12th Street.
got the license number.
In summary, Shelton said
March On Frankfort
The office of Circuit Court ed. Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger, pre- people will consist of classroom teachers of Calloway County
that the teachers hope to get Clerk
teachers, student teachers, high did not participate in the ETA
James Blalock said this sident, will preside.
Wheelock Whitney, Wayzata, In a full-day of strike activa 6 per cent coat of living ad- was the last
Following
business
school students, board mem- proposed work stoppage, steps
the
meetTuesday,
3,600
2,000
ity
memof
case
on
the
court
Minnesota comes up with the
justment, professional nego- docket for
bers of the Jefferson County
the February term ing, a gymnastic program will bers and principals. These dis- are being taken to help bring
following:
Eighty-six traffic collisions tiation privileges, a raise in the
be presented in the school gym- cussions will begin at 8:30 am, about better educational conRecember when Hippie meant Teachers Association, Kentuc- have occurred in the City of ceiling of local tax bases and of Circuit Court.
nasium under the direction of and end at 4:30 p.m. A skeleton ditions for the youth of Calloky's largest, showed up at a
big in the hip,
Murray since January 1, accord- certain other fringe benefits.
Mrs. Bernice Wilfred, physical crew will be available for die- way County".
ONE CITED
And a trip involved travel in rally in Louisville, while scores ing to the traffic accident re- He expressed hope that this
Allen continued that a joint
education teacher in University evasions during the lunch hour.
of other striking teachers
car, plane or ship?
ports filed by the officers of could be accomplished in the
representing the
delegation
School.
efeeeeeeeseafeeeeesseeeeeSe
Students
Frankfort
marched
atin
the
on
eseee
in
One
elemenan
person
was
cited
by
the
When pot was a vessel for cookthe Murray Police Department. current General Assembly.
Independent
District
Murray
tary
and
high
their
school
to
demands
piece
physical
tempt
Murray
Police
Department
last
The
Board
is of the opinion that
ing things in—
Hall Edwards, Bill Primes
Injuries have been reported
and the Calloway District will
education program will partici- the citizens in this
community
And hook was what grandmoth- personally before• the legisla- to twelve persons in the two and Hanson Slaton of the Madi- night. The citation was for pubpate.
tors.
lic drunkenness.
need to be well informed of the go to Frankfort to meet with
ers rug may have been.
At the rally, in Louisville's months, according to the re- sonville Lions Club were prescrisis
facing education in Mur- Lt. Governor Wendell Ford to
And fix was -a verb that meant
puree
ent for the meeting to announce
•
ladiedear 'aretteiseetters
GRASS FIRS
mend or repair.
ray
and
are inking the coopera- see what can be done to proThirty-eight
the
of the collisions
candidacy of Ira Johnston of
And "be-in" meant simply tw- • verbal report card on Gov. have occurred
tion
of
the Murray Education mote the proposed SEA proThe
Murray
Fire
Department
in this month Madisonville for District GON •
Louie B. Nunn's achievements
isting somewhere.
Association
and the local Par- gram.
aneaered
a
call
yesterday
with injuries reported to Peggy ernor of District 43-K. Belle,
about
The program includes:
When neat meant well organis- in office.
11:31.
a.m
ent-Teacher
to
a
Associations to asgrass
•
"If we had to fill out a report Brandon on February 4, to Dale Gore had as his guest Dr. Jack
L
Removal of restrictions on
ed, tidy and clean,
est
in
North
this undertaking.
4th Street. The booster
Wayne Futrell on February 7, Baker of the Murray State UmHouse Bill 1. No additional reAnd grass was a ground cover card on Governor Nunn right to
was used to extinguish the
"All
professional
staff
memNancy
versity
Donelson
faculty.
of
February
now,
under
comments
we would
usually green.
bers are-encouraged to actively venue may be obtained under
13, and to Guthrie L. McNeely
the present law regardless of
When the lights and not people have to say he is a capable stu- on
February
24.
dent, has a lot of ability, but he
County Attorney Sidney Ea.how much industry might lowere turned on and off,
January
accidents totalled
ley spoke on juvenile delincate in Calloway County beAnd a pill might have been is an under-achiever," Martha
Dell Sanders, of Paducah, told forty-eight with injuries reportquency at the meeting of the
cause of the restrictions of this
what you took for a cough.
ed to Mary E. Thurman and
Kirksey Elementary School per- Dear Editor:
bill. Income for the schools is
When groovy meant furrowed
(Continued on Page Sixteen) Mary Ann Thurman on Januent-Teacher Association held on Now that politicians and anti frozen at the 1965 level, rewith channels and hollows,
ary 5, Molly Devine Morgan on
Tue
hool.sday at 1:30 p.m. at the pollutionists have awakened gardless of community growth.
And birds were winged creatpublic concern for a clean enJanuary 12, Joe E. Tyler on
sc
2. Professional negotiation for
ures like robins and swallows.
vironment, the concerned pub- teachers.
January 12, Linda Beach Morrsaid
that
Easley
two
per
cent
It's groovy man, groovy, but
v..
maintain order,
passed ROwhat
can
know
anxious
is on January 15, James Hale
to
is
lic
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
of the children in Kentucky in
3. Fringe benefits for the
English it's not,
Spann on January 19, Michael With striking schoolteachers' L
1968 were involved in juvenile bc done to help effect this. At profession.
One wonders if the lapguage
requiring
Bill
that
61,
Senate
there
expresent
is
Neal Butler on January 24, and crowding the galleryetthe House
an
the
4. Cost of living increase to
has gone straight to pot.
motorcycle operators licenses delinquency which is below the zellent opportunity for the votDiane Hutchens on January 31. of Representatives
TuesdaY be issued in the same manner national average.
salaries.
Twenty-seven of the January passed 14 bills and adopted two
He related the procedure fol- ing .public of Kentucky "to do
Allen urged that the public
W• always get sallied at the
accidents occurred at intersect- resolutions in rapid-fire order as those for automobiles was lowed when a juvenile is cited something" — something which support the efforts of the CalMeadow Larks, crouched deem
passed,
84-0.
water.
cleaner
would
They
mean
ions in the ciey, according to
The passage of 14 bills dur
beside the roadway, under the
A Senate bill permitting cit- for any reason in Calloway .ran write to their local repre- loway County Education Assocthe survey made by .City Coun- Mg the 90-minute House ses
County. He said the primary
iation in their efforts to better
impression they are well hidMembers of the Women's So- cilman Max Weaver with the Kin meant that one bill ve.s ' ies of the second through the purpose was always to try to sentatives in support of Ken- the educational system in Calden, but at the same time, ready ciety of Christian
sixth
class
electric,
operate
to.
370.
tucky
Bill
House
Service thro- cooperation of Police Chief passed every seven minutes. Al;
-help the child during the proloway County.
at any moment to take wing.
The bill provides for three
ughout the Paris District will Brown and the Police Depart- of the bills were non-controver, -seat or power plants individual- cedure.
ly
or
private
with
or
jointly
hear a retired missionary to ment. The survey on the inter- itel and 10 were approved unan,
Easley said there are three unbiased citizens who have no
Colder yesterday, and a bunch Brazil when the
public utilities was passed, 80annual district sections was published in the mouslY.
kinds of juvenile delinquents. allegiance to certain industries
of hogs literally piled on top meeting is held at
0.
or certain municipalities to be
Murray First February 13th issue of t h e
of one another for mutual United Methodist
Rep. Gross C. Lindsay, I)- They are the mentally unsound, placed on 'the all important
Three of the bills approved
Church on Ledger di Times.
warmth. Monday it was warm March 4.
Tuesday previously had pas-el Henderson, explained that the the Halloween night juvenile, Kentucky Water Pollution Comand they scattered out to lie in
hill would "facilitate operations and those who later become the mission. What this means is
the Senate.
Registration will begin at
the sun.
The House is scheduled to re between-public and private util- adult defenders.
9:00
clear — less conflict of interest
convene at 1 p.m. EST today ities in constructing facilities to • The attorney listed ways
a.in.,with
meeting tni
convene
and mote attention to the conat 9:30.the
Adjournment
can
help
citizens
local
which
We notice
Huntley is quitt- will be at noon, followed
Two bills introduced by House provide stand-by power.
Guthrie L McNeely of 1657
servation of water.
by a
ing the broadcasting business sack lunch.
Majority Leader W. Terry McA third bill passed 87-0 by helping to curb juvenile delin- A state which insists that Ryan Avenue was reported Inquestion
WSWe
and
A
quency.
to go into a private enterprise
by
passed
D-Greenup,
Brayer,
(Continued on Page Sixteen)
The featured speaker will be
people take off on a Kentucky jured in a one car accident last
period followed his tall.
venture. We wonder if this Miss Mary Helen
a vote of 90-0. One would re vacation must be sure that the night at 10:38 on North 4th
Clark,
by
introduced
was
Easley
and
Health
move will change his thinking live of Paris,
Kentucky
the
quire
vacationer finds. clean rivers, Street, according to the report
Kentucky,a who
program
Parrish,
maLiable
Mrs.
engage
Authority
Geriatrics
any about all the various eauses has returned to
to
lakes and streams when he ar- filed by the officers of the
the United
chairman.
in competitive bidding for goods
he has espoused. There is no- States for retirement after forrives. A board which feels Its Murray Police Department.
An
average
the
gave
Beane
of
Teddy
Mrs.
$40.57
was
rething like running a business ty years of services
services, and the other])
McNeely, age 21, was treatfirst duty to people and not inwith the ported for the sale of dark fir- and
Psalm
from
reeding
'devotion
to crystallize the realities in a United Methodist
would require the
e authority to
municipalities can do ed for a contusion to the right
or
dustry
Board of Mis- ed tobacco held an the
127 and the book of Solomon.
Murray .obtain private approval of the
person's mind.
sions. She will be introduced Market on
much to insure the clean water lower leg at the emergency
Tuesday, according State Health Planning Council,
She closed with a prayer from
by Mrs. George Moore of Ful- to 011ie W.
promised to the vacationer. room of time Murray-Calloway
Barnett, reporter for its action.
Abby" column.
"Dear
the
ton.
Such a board would be instated County Hospital, *according tc
for the local market.
A special program of amiss
Another bill, the so - called
Mrs. Aaron Steele of Paris,
hospital officials.
by House Bill 370.
was
"Alaska"
readings
on
and
"consortium
bill,"
passed by a
Tenn., retiring as president of
Police said McNeely was driv
Sincerely,
School
.
grade,
The
fifth
The
County
by
presented
market
the
said
Henry
61,294 vote of 84-1, with Rep. Jerry
Paris District after four years,
ing a 1968 Plymouth two door
Paul C. Goodley
pounds for a total of $24,868.05, Kleier, D-Loulsville, voting a- Board Monday purchased' a 9- directed by Mrs. Thyra Crawwill preside. Her successor and
going north on North 4th Street.
410 South 12th S(reet
Barnett said.
acre strip of land for the loca- ford.
gainst it.
McNeely hit a utility pole on
The
Club at Murray several other district officers
The last regularly scheduled
Referred to as a "woniens' tion a a -proposed vocational: Mrs. Buddy Anderson. vicethe left side of the street and
State will have its annual red will be elected, and will be in- sale will be held on Friday of rights bill" by Rep. Tom Ray, training school according to a president, presided end the Dear Editor:
then hit one on the right side
towel dance at the WOW build- stalled by Dr. Wayne Lamb, this week on the four Murray D-Louisville, the bill would per- report published in the Paris , PTA commended the teachers
All across the nation chic of the street, according to the
ing, Saturday night from 9:30 Paris District- Superintendent. floors, Doran's, Farris, Grow- mit a woman to recoyee 'dam- Post-Intelligencer.
their
class-in
staying
for
their
executive
officers
of major cor police report.
The host pastor, Rev. Samur'il 2:00 am. Music of the
ers, and Planters.
ages for the loss, impairment or The strip of land lies direct rooms during the current strike porations and advance men, Ire
Damage was reported to all
70's will be heard. The dance uel R. Dodson, Jr., will give
1
en.
main.
state.
the
in
the
teachers
of
interference with her husband's )across from
quently designated investigat of the car, and to the utility
will be emceed by Rick W. the invocation, and Mrs. Dodtrance
County
The group voted to buy mats ors, are involved in a game be- pole
companionship or services.
to the new Henry
son will ask grace and benee
owned by the City of MurParry.
"It won't hurt anyone," Ray High School which opened last ' for each end of the gymnasium ing played for very high stakes: ray.
Tickets are $2.00 each and diction at noon. A memorial
and'
fall.
men's
for
the
trophies
and
from
remarks
commented
his
the
game
in
of
industrial
site
selTwo cars were involved in a
are on sale at the Student Un- service for deceased members
The school will train both women's PTA basketball tearns. ections.
the floor.
collision Tuesday at 10:05 a in.
ion Ballroom. Refreshments will will be led by MrS. L. E. Mcadults
high
comnominating
and
Named
students
to
school
Bills
These
Other
individuals
are
analyz- on Walnut Street at North 4th
be served and this dance is open Cord of Cottage Grove.
Passed 82-8, with only token for jobs and although located mittee were Mrs. Ray Broach, ing industrial communities to Street.
Also on the program will be
to the public.
on
will
campus
Mrs.
and
Outland,
school
Dale
Mrs.
the
which
high
determine local facilities, tax
the presentation of Banner deFloyd E. Coltharp of Lynn"The Abundant Life Abounds opposition, was HB 382,
rate, pollution level% and re- ville,
signs from local societies, with in Truth" is the subject of the prohibits the Department o f be entirely separate from the Jimmy Wilson.
driving a 1961 Chevrolet
own
The room count was won by strictions, labor market, locat- four door, was backing
the award winner to be judged sermon for the midweek lenten Health from revoking, renew- school operation with its
out from
the fifth grade and refresh- ion of major markets, transpor- a parking
with others from the confer- service at the - Immanuel Lu- ing or refusing to issue per administration and faculty.
lot into Walnut
ence for display at the Gen- theran Church tonight (Wed- mits to operators of solid waste The Tennessee state legisla- ments were served by the tation, etc. in a never ending Street, according to the police
search for land on,which to report.
disposal sites using incerinator: ture has earmarked $350,000 for fourth grade mothers.
eral Assembly in May.
nesday) at eight re in.
build or relocate pima& and it
except where there is failure equipping the school and gettAn offering will be taken for
Coltharp hit the 1964 'Oldsis not uncommon for compet- mobile
to observe department regUla ing it into operation and the in•
four door owned by Don
A meeting wer_be held Thurs advancement of work in the
Rev. Stephen G. Mazak, Jr.,
DANCE
em
SA.T4JRDAY
.
state
•
structors will be
ing ,states an communities to Spiceland
day, February 26, at eight p. m. district.
and driven by Marie
pastor, will conduct the service. tions.
plosees,
employ "count r agents" in at- C. Spiceland
A bill omitting the require
Miss Stsan Hale will sing as The adult Bible
of Array Route
.it the Fellowship Hall of the
Class will be ment that city councilmen
The fifst dance at "The Dun- tempting
Super
School
Henry
County
convincethese
a
solo,
"What
Will I Do?" which held at nine p. m. followingFirst Christian Church to form
the property owners 'Was pj„,t. intendent, Kermit Kemp, de geon", a new dance hall open- firms to relocate or build facil- Five that had stopped for the
is
the
theme et the meeting, Lenten service.
J community theatre.
'stop sign on Walnut Street, the
scribed the tract ask"the per ing in the old Superior build- ities in their respective comm85-1.
police report saict
AU interested persons are accompanied at the organ by
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w
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new
at
d
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t
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4th
f
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Street
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A bill introduced by
Damage to the Spiceland tar
urged to attend. For further in- Mrs. Richard- Farrell.
Preceding the service the
be
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Saturday.
February
school
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o
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Ica I I y speaking, the was on the rear bumper
Bernard Keene, IiI-Bard,t
Mrs. William Britton is pres
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Cohfirm.ation Class will be held
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requirements
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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Case Settled
Out If Court

Gymnastic Program Is
Planned At PTA Meet

City Police Have
investigated 86
Wrecks In Year

atof

ma
a
ml

Easley Speaker On
luvenie Delinquency
At Kirksey PTA Meet

House Passes 14 Bills In
90 Minute Session Tuesday

Paris District
To Hear

Letter To Editor

Missionary

cher

Average Of $40.51.
Is Reported Here
0 Weed Sales

Red Towel Dance Will
Be Held On Salurday
vets

Lenten Service Is
Planned Here Tonight

Community Theatre
Meeting Is Thursday

One Injured In
Accident Here

Henry County
uys land For
rade School
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PLAN MOVES SLOWLY
VERGENNES, Vt. (UPI)—
"Pray now, pay later" Isn't

working.

The Rev. Richard Ogden Jr.,
made news in October with his
plan to allow parishioners at
the Vergennes Congregational

Church to use credit cards to
charge their weekly offerings.
Only two members have used
their cards during the four
months of the program.
"It's going very, very slowly," Ogden said Monday. "It
will take a while for people to
get used to it."

THURSDAY COUPLES
BOWLING LEAGUE
Luble E. Parrish, Rt. 2, Muror PIM Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the beet
Week of 2-19-70
ray, has become a Life Member
interest of our readers.
W. L
Standings:
of the American Polled Hereford
54% 29% Association, according
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO, 1606
Pin Busters
to an annMadison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.
110*
59%
SPare3
ouncement from the beef breed
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
53 31
Rockers
association's national headquar- ) l....”—•,1,."..,,V.W, lI,./.....”—n_.———1
Wggg
nrwm00000000000oe 51 33
Bed Birds
Eritertd at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
ters in Kansas City, Mo.
49% 34%
Reapers
Second Claes Matter
Some 5,000 cattlemen have jo4854
Night Owls
ined the American Polled HereSUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier In Murray, per week 34, per
Befuddled Four
42 42
ford Association in the past year,
Month $1.52. In Cailoway and adjoining counties, per year, 15.30;
41 43
Rolling Stones
more than reported by any other D C
Zoom 1 & 1, $13.00; Elsewhere 416.00. All serrIce subscriptions WOO.
BEST ACTOR
40 44
Turtles
JOHN WAYNE
)(
association.
37
47
Cats
Alley
-The Outstanding Civic Meat el a Gonsanialty is the
BEST
SONG
There are more than 35,000
"TRUE GRIT'
36 48
lame:Sty of Its Newspaper"
LAUNCH VASTER SEAL CAMPAIGN — David Smith Benota
30% 53% owners and breeders of Polled
L S D. Plus 1
10, of Crab Orchard, 1170 Kentucky Easter Seal Poster
Boy Rollers
3757 Herefords in the U. S. The natThe
and Dr. Harry M. Sparks, left Murray, state Easter
urally hornless Polled Herefords
WEDNESDAY — FEBRUARYAS. 1970
Seal Strikes
2159
chairman, present first sheet of Easter Seals to
are
the only major breed of
Governor
High Team Gain* SC
Zr
Louie 11. Nunn to launch the 1170 Easter Seal Campaign he
Red Birds
722 ed States, starting with 11 head
Kentucky. Sponsored by the Kentucky Easter Seal Society
713 in 1901.
for Crippled Children and Adults, the drive continues Reapers
700
SPares
through
March
21,
Easter Sunday.
LEDGER•TIMES FILE
High Team 3 Games SC
. 2060
Red Birds
Reapers
2012
Deaths reported are Mrs. U. G. Walton of Live Oak, Fla., forSpares
1971
merly of Murray, and Mrs. Eugene Seawright of Hertnanville,
High Team Game HC
Miss., stepmother of Mrs. Culley Steele of Murray.
Miss.
Reapers
Ell
A
story today by Dr. Hugh McElrath relates the history
Red Birds
825
of the west side of the court square, and at one time the entire
loatase.saussaisioggs.i,
Spares
818
block burned.
Four from Murray have been
High
Team
3
Games
NC
The Murray Woman's Club was host February 22 to the First
elected officers of Sigma Phi Reapers
2398
District Music and Art Contest.
Epsilon social fraternity at Mur- Red Birds
2369
"Five Gates to Hell" is showing at the Varsity Theatre.
ray State University.
Spares
2323
Preston Wilson, son of William
High Int Game Sc
David Smith will be a very P. Wilson, was chosen sports' T. C. Hargrove -- 218
special little boy the next few chairman. He is a junior with Jim Neale
211
majors in biology and chemis- Frank Cooper
weeks.
206
He has been chosen as the try.
Jame Knight
187
LEDGER TIMES ME
1970 Kentucky Easter Seal Po- Ottis Jones, son of Everett Burlene Brewer°-- 185
High Ind. 3 Games SC
ster Child,
representing the Jones, was elected chaplain. He
Is a senior majoring in industrial Jim Neale
— 592
Mrs, Bettie Phillips died at the home of a son, Cell A. Phillips more than 4,000 handicapped chiliantiting- In military T. C. Hargrove
arIS
522
at Huntington, W. Va., last night. She moved from Murray five ldren and adults in the state who
Lloyd Todd
331 WHAT'S THIS?--,Sen. Edward
receive Easter Seal services science.
years 2ZO.
Marilyn
Parks
Mike Jeffers, son of Mand
527 Kennedy, who turned 38
Some 5,000 fans last night in Jefferson County Armory in each year.
on
509 Washington's
David assumed his honorary Jeffers, is in charge ofthe schol- Jane Knight _______
birthday Feb.
Louisville saw the Murray State Thoroughbreds defeat Morehead
arship committee. He is a junior Burlene Brewer
505 22, may be
title
with
a
visit
Governor
to
getting with the
75 to 60 in the final game of the first round of the Ohio Valley
High Ind. Game NC
Louie B. Nunn to present the with majors in speech and politi"now" set, from the looks of
Conference tournament.
Frank
Cooper
234
science.
cal
that beard. He was boarding
Ralph Edwards of Hazel drew top price for his leaf in tobacco first sheet of Easter Seals to
327
Steve Hamrick, sonof William T. C. Hargrove
a plane for Washingto Tsales here yesterday when he received $46.00 per hundred weight. launch the 1970 campaign. The
Hamrick, was elected jeweler
Roberto Bela Rosa, cultural agent of the Mexican Consulate annual appeal began Monday and
Delmer
Brewer
226
and public relations chairman
in St. Louis, will speak at a chapel ceremony at Murray State Coll- continued through March 29, Eas- He
Jane Knight
223
is a sophomore.
ter Sunday.
ege on March 1.
Burlene Brewer
228
David was a victim of an accPROPOSES EXEMPTIONS
Lagenia Barrel'
218
ident last summer while playing
High Ind. 3 Games HC
on a swing near his home. He
ALMANAC
Jim Lea
653
Injured his right leg which cau.5Jim Neale _______
616 WASHINGTON (UPI)— With
ed osteo (decay) of the bone. He By
START SINGING!
United Press International Lloyd Todd
815 luipes of encouraging smaller
has been a patient at the Society's
Burlene Brewer
The Jake Hess Gospel Show
families
Sen.
831
Hobert
W.
Cardinal Hill Hospital in LexingToday is Wednesday, Feb. 25, Jane Knight
626 Packwood, R-Ore., has pro630 AM
But the Lord said unto him, Go thy way: for he is a chosen ton since last October and is now the 56th day of 1970 with 309 to
High Average (Men)
Old Time Singing Convention
posed a bill that would grant
vessel unto me, to bear my name before the Gentiles, and kings, ready to go tack home and join follow.
Jim Neale
189 income tax exemptions only for
1205 PM
his family.
T. C. Hargrove
and the children of Israel. — Acts 915.
188 families with three or fewer
The
of
son
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Floyd
Lymon Dixon
God chooses men for His service that many of us would reject.
KEEP WATCHING!
178 children.
The move is between its full Fred P. Stalls
Smith, who
ock a farm near
178
The Big Show 4:0014M
phaie
and
ULM
quarter.
Orchard,
Crab
0 T
David has two sisDelmer Brewer
17e
• '.Trie lincest Fronerc
High Average (Women)
or *sign, in war or in peace, ters and six brothers at home. The morning stars are
Buddy t-fsrt. wend,. Srurmt
Monday
his
Packwood
said
Marilyn Parts
already is proven and he needs Two older sisters and a brother Mercury and Jupiter,
The evening stars are Venus, Betty Dixon
no hidden canisters of deadly are married. At home, David
STAY INFORMED!
150 legislation would let families
Joye Rowland
germs in world arsenals to attends Broughtontown School in Mars and Saturn.
149 deduct $1,000 for the first chil
News, weather, sports
On this day in history:
Patsy Neale
Lincoln County and is a fifth
prove it.
148 $750 for the second and $500 for
6.00 and 10:00 PM
In 1901 J. P. Morgan formed Betty Riley
grader.
1 the third. Children born befor
continue
1973,
would
Jane
1,
Jan.
Knight
The handsome youngster re- the U.S. Steel Corp., in New
1
HIGH IND GAMES
PANTS ARRIVE
rate the present $600 deduc
another title on his visit Jersey, the nation's first billionWEEK OF 149-70
PackwOod said.
to Frankfort when the governor dollar enterprise.
High Ind. Game SC
WASHLNGTON (UPI)— Pants appointed him to his staff as a
Noble Knight
213-240
suits have come to the White Kentucky Colonel.
In 1919 Oregon became th Fred
Butterworth
222
House. Cindy Brumback, 20, Contributions to the annual ca- first state to put a tax on
Charles Chilcutt
By PHIL NEV/SOM
205 Noble Knight
showed up for her job as mpaign help support a varied pro- gasoline— one per cent.
260
Joye Rowland
UPI FLOREIGN News Analyst secretary in the White House gram of rehabilitation services
204 Jim Hargrove
r
229
tit,JUUU UL.1 U U UUUCJI.JI-K)L.)T.,
J.
In 1967 American warships Burlene Brewer
197 Joye Rowland
visitors office Monday in black all over Kentucky, including the began shelling Vietnamese tar
241
Lax
Kay
In man's unceasing search bell-bottom trousers and a red operation of seven Easter Seal
178 Burlene Brewer
240
gets.
High Ind. 3 Games SC
for
knowledge it is
not tunic-length sweater.
Wanda Green
facilities.
THFATRF
219
Noble Knight
uncommon that he falls victim
846
High Ind. 3 Games HC
The reaction from the conser- In addition to Cardinal Hill
01
T. C. Hargrove
2
-0
2
- 0202802202000O0i
0
90
000000
00000001
601
to the very secrets he has vatively dressed Nixon staff? Hospital, the society operates
Noble Knight
708 .80088S0JIn 1969 Israeli Premier Levi Fred P. Stalls
_
570
unlocked.
Ronnie Rana
"They just smiled," Cindy said. Camp Kysoc, at Carrollton; He- Eshkol died in Jerusalem at the
639
DOC
Betty Dixon
477 Fred Butterworth
It is accepted as a melanchoDO(
aring and Speech Center, Louis- age of 73.
632
Joye
Rowland
DOC
;00,
471
ly bat necessary part of
Wanda
Green
587
ville, West Kentucky Easter Seal
DOC
— -Marilyn Parks
484 Joye Rowland
Progress.
A thought for the day:
Center, Paducah; Cardinal Hill
582
High Ind Game NC
It also is a melancholy fact
Polly
Owen
Nursery School, Lexington, and Thomas Fuller said, "He knows Fred Butterworth
582
284 Burlene Brewer _--- 581
that as one man seeks to
Northern Kentucky Easter Seal little who will tell his wife all
prolong life, another using the
001
Center, Covington.
he knows."
)00
301
same tools seeks a means to
001
destroy It.
100
In Geneva, delegates to the
>00
100
expanded 25 -nation disar)00
100
mament conference have just
)00
convened for their ninth year of
)00
)00
talks. High on their agenda is a
)00
proposed ban on germ warfare,
)00
)09
The following 4-H Club mema step already taken voluntarily
)00
bers from Calloway County were
)00
by the United States.
)00
At Yale University, research- named Area Project Champions
'0
0
ers identified the Lassa virus, a at the Purchase Area Achieve:0
virus so deadly that they ment Meeting held Saturday nig)00
dropped work on it after the ht, February 21, at the Commu)00
)00
deaths
of three of five nity Center in Cunningham, Ken)09
)0u
Americans known to have been tucky.
)00
They include: SENIOR DIVIinfected by it, including one
100
)00
00
laboratory technician. The Unit. SION: Kathy Stubblefield, Dairy,
)00
00
Lynn
Dunn,
Entomology;
JUNIOR
)00
ed States will resume research
00
00
00
In a maximum security labora- DIVISION: Libby Sims, Clothing;
)0
00
Kr It Stubblefield, Diary; Steve
50
tory.
)00
-0
At Vienna in April, United McCuiston, Electric; Robert Br)00
D
)00
States and Soviet Russian eisford, Entomology; Jamey KelFront row left to right: Melia Spann, Libby Sims,
300
DO
500
Elaine Eyersmisyer, and Karen Alexander. Sack row: Cecelia
envoys will resume consultation so, Food 6. Nutrition; Meleia
‘‘reekage of the airliner near Zurich, snitierland.
)00
OD
Sims, Laura Jarrett, Carolyn Scott. Absent when picture was
of strategic arms, including Spann, Gardening; Kim Smith,
00
DO
00
Recreation; and James Richard
taken were: Kathy Stubblefield, Janey K•lso and Kim Smith.
nuclear.
DOO
0
-)00
In Albany, N.Y., a state Jarrett, Strawberries.
•0
0
00
Others participating and winD.
scientist was found to be
•00
permanently
contaminated ing awards were SENIOR DIVIelia
kazatis
SION:
Karen
Alexander,
blue ribthrough research with a radioactive
isotope. And
in bon, Home Economics and red
western Colorado, a hitherto ribbon, Clothing; Darrell Crawunsuspected health hazard is ford, red ribbon, Conservation;
discovered in radioactive ura- Clair Eversmeyer, red ribbon,
nium tailings used for 15 years Horticulture.
JUNIOR DIVISION: Cecelia Siin place of sand in concrete
ms, blue ribbon, Home Improveblocks for homes.
Thus the atom, its secrets ment; Larry Flood, red rifibon,,
first unlocked to build the bomb Beef; Elaine Eversmeyer, red
that fell on Hiroshima, brings ribbon, Food Preservation; Jimnew hazards to man even as he my Ray Jarrett, red alto;Forseeks to turn it to peaceful estry; and red ribbon, Geology;
Carolyn 'Scott, red ribbon, Horpurposes.
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hand,
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Watch Nashville's
Front-running
News Team and...

20 Years Ago Today

Martfuett
National

NEW YORK (UPI)
ly ranked Marquet
among the 16 baske
named today to con]
National Invitation'
at Madison Squarl
Mardi 13-21,
The NIT Selection
Is scheduled to a=
members in the field
EST.
Marquette, which I
record, became a slit
berth Tuesday when I
rejected a bid to
tournament.
The
rejected
because
was ticketed to corn;
Mdiwest Regionals
Worth, Ter., instead
Daytod, Ohio.
"The committee
sent out bids," said
man for the NIT
Committee
after
aimounced its refu.%
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Hold First`

By United Press lot

•

Stay OutIn Front With

Bible Thoughtfor Today

DISARMAMENT
TALKS CONVENE
FOR NINTIFIER

WLAC-TV 01)CHANNEL 5
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* TODAY *
thru Tuesday

0 The girl knew about the wife...
;8& the wife knew about the girl...
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:81 it was"all part of The Arrangement.M
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NEW YORK (UPI)-F. Austin will take
record and the No. 1
the small college
ratings 'into the NA
PlosshIPS.
The Lumberjacks
unanimous approval
United Press In
Board of Coaches, re
29 first-place votes
latest weekly rail
Austin. completed il
campaign with a 25
beating Southwest Te
Monday 'light, and
Mary's in the openin,
the district 8 NAIA
ships on Friday.
Only games playe
last Saturday night a

l:wogan6
czrrn
Texas
7
beaag
td,109-82.
4 S.w
m4r1!
There were no ac
the top 10 this well
there
was some
around among the sm
elite.
Ashland, which lost
game of the season,
42-37 decision to Wee
Tech, fell into th
behind Cheyney State
State, possessor of a 2
following two victo
week, drew 221 points
Ashland, which is 21'. Howard Payne
fourthpuget wi
1=1
52 pc
Sound
record, climbed ink
place tie with Yt
each with 112 points.
Maryland State, t
22-0 record, movec
notches into eighth
70 points, followec
"Mary's of Texas wi
Eastern New Mexico
Five coaches fron
the seven geographies
the country comprisi
Board of Coaches,
every week during t
with points allotted a
of 10 for a first-place
for second, eight for
so on down to one f
place vote.

Small Coll

Cage Ratii
United Press Interns
20 small r011eee
teems with first pl
and won-lost record
theses (12th week).
Team
1. S.F. Astn (29) (24
2. Cheyney St. (22-1:
3. Ashland (21-2)
4. Hwrd Payne(24-3)
5. Puget Sound (20-3)
6. (Tie) Yngstwn (21
(Tie) Cnt. Wash.(I
8. Maryland St. (22-I
9. St. Mry's Tex. (1
E. New Mex.(18-5
11, Oral Roberts (2512. Kentucky St. (21-2;
13. Assumption
14. Stetson
15. (Tie) Phila. Tex.(
(Tie) St. Jos.(Ind,
17. (Tie) SW, La (I
(Tie) So. lak. St,
19. (Tie) Ga. Sou.
(Tie) Old Dominio
. Others receiving
points:
Kentucky
Gagnon;
Northern

45.

a%

&nigh Missouri, East
1:211, Springfield, Jack
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Knicks Down Dark Orders
Suns Tuesday Haircut For
Harrelson
By United Press international

The New York Knicks really
know bow to hurt a guy.
Connie Hawkins, who learned
his basketball on the playgrounds of New York, returned
to play before his hometown:
fans and the Knicks played the
role of an unhospitable host as
they downed Hawkins and his
Phoenix Suns teammates, 121105.
The victory, coupled with
etroit's 136-111 conquest of
Milwaukee, reduced the Knicks'
agic number to eight in the'
National Basketball Associa-

WEDNESDAY - FEBRUARY 25, 1V70

JaTcHk"so"nnymicle Coach Never Dreamed
The Dolphins Would Go This Far

BY United Press Internatirmill

ed Coach Hugh Durham of
Not at Beet
ninth-ranked Florida State after
"People may lad this hard
Kea Harrelson, the longJacksonville beat his team to to believe, but we
still haven't
aired mod
man of the
ATLANTA (UPI)-- Coach Joe avenge its only loss of the sea- played up to our
potential,"
leveland Indians discovered Williams never
really dared son.
aeadaY that .221-hitters don't dream that Jacksonville would Williams agrees. Gilmore, wh Williams claimed. "We've been
bothered by injury most of the
back to Manager Alvin come this far
By United Press International
when he asked leads the nation in rebounding season. First one man, then sok.
school officials four years ago with a 23.7 average, is scoring other has been out for a spell.
Harrelson arrived at the to agree to his four-year
Coaching changes sometimes
plan at a 27.3 ppg clip while Morgan
NEW YORK (UPI)- National. NCAA bid, "but a public
"If nothing befalls us the next
'spring
training site in for uplifting the Dolphins' bas- "We changed our offense once
ly ranked Marquette will be announcement won't be made do wonders for ailing basketball
couple of weeks, we should go
ucson, Ariz., in sartorial
we
got
Gilmore,"
teams,
ketball
Williams said. into the NCAA playoffs in our
particularly for a couple
fortunes.
among the 16 basketball teams until Wednesday."
lendor. In addition to being
In those days, Jacksonville "Last year, we kept trying to best physical cooditton of the
named today to compete in the
The NIT Selection Committee of clubs in the American
ecked
out
in
purple
bellbotUniversity was having trouble get the tall to Morean. This season," Williams
National Invitation Tournament got calls from Texas Tech, Basketball Association's Wen.
ms shoes and sunglasses
added.
breaking even while playing a year, Morgan moved out to "We've had trouble
at Madison Square Garden, Trinity and Duquesne early this tern Division.
lining up
arrelson
wore shoulder-length strictly small - time schedule. guard to feed the big men up
Latest
club
nursed
back to
Mardi 13-21,
major competition in the past
week to plead for consideration,
att.
It
was
the
latter
which
Tuesday,
pointsgood
he's
but
ranked No. 6 among
health by a coaching
averaging near- because a lot of schools
The NIT Selection Committee The NIT can select the runnerstake
ade Dark see purple.
the nation's major college ly 11 assists a game."
is scheduled to announce first up from any of the nation's change is the Dallas Chapar- tion's Eastern Division race. Harrelson at first refused
the attitude that they would
an
The
rals.
teams
Dolphins,
sporting
and
who
The
lead
a
heady
Chaps,
the
20-1
under
new
have nothing to gain in beating
members in the field at 1 p.m. conferences except the Pacific
Any combination of Knick wins der to have his curly locks
EST,
Eight, Big 10 and Ivy League. Coach Max Williams, posted and Milwaukee losses totaling shorn but gave it a second record, the Dolphins got a cov- nation in scoring at 103 points us," Williams said. "That's
per
game,
NCAA
the
their
berth
eted
in
will
seventh
go
into
Mideast
the
straight
triumph eight will give the New Yorkers ought
changed now. We're adding
Marquette, which has a 19-3
St. Bonaventure, New Mexico
when Dark mentioned
NCAA playoffs with the tallest Houston
R egionals.
record, became a shoo-in for a State, Jacksonville, Houston, Tuesday night by downing the the division title.
(No. 14 nationally) and
e possibility of a four-figure
"We weren't making any trout three in the history of c.o/- Manhattan and we
berth Tuesday when its officials Notre Dame, Villanova, Niaga- Washington Caps, 130-115.
hope more
Atlanta, flexing its muscles fine.
headway then," Williams said in ege basketball.
The win, 10th in 14 games
name schools next year.
rejected a bid to the NCAA ra, Utah State, Long Beach
for the post-season playoffs, That sent Harrelson speeding a telephone interview.
With
Gilmore
since
at
Williams
center
"Among
and
took
the
coach"I think I can safely say,"
tournament.
built a three-game bulge in the off in a car to a hair stylist
The bid
was State and Dayton were named ing reins, moved the Chaps
other things, it was obvious that Burrows and 6 - foot - 10 Rod Williams concluded
to Western Division
rejected
impishly,
race by where the required cutting was Jacksonville
because
Marquette to play in the NCAA tour. within a half-game of Deaver
McIntyre
at
forwards,
,
which
has
a metJackson- "that our four - year program
in downing the injury-plagued Los
was ticketed to compete in the =meat Tuesday. They will join
e
for
a
mere
$10.
ville
will average an even sev- has been somewhat
ropolitan population of about
Mdiwest Regionals at Fort 15 league champions which the Western D11/151011. The Angeles Leiters, 118-106.
of a
Ron Swoboda remained the
600,000, was a great sports town en feet across the front line.
under
new
Worth, Tex., instead of those at- automatically qualify for the Rockets, also
sue.c"
Seattle stopped San FrancisId
champion
New
York
coaching,
far
so
major
as
sports
took
went;
over
the
division
tournament starting on March
Daytod, Ohio.
co, 130-122, for the SuperSonics' Mets' unsigned player when but the fans weren't
lead
last
interested
week.
"The committee definitely '7.
over first baseman-outftelder
Ed in minor teams.
Manny Leaks, a former second win in three days
sent out bids," said a spokesThe semifinals and finals for.
Warriors.
the
ICraaepool agreed to an esti"So I sold a building program
man for the NIT Selection both tournaments are scheduled Niagara University star, led the
The Knicks, who lead the mated $40,000. Kranepool batted to the university.
balanced Chap attack with 26
I asked them
Committee
Eastern race by 62 games got .238 with 49 runs batted in and
after
Marquette for March 19 and March 21, points as six Dallas players
to give me four years; by then
hit 28 points from Dick Barnett in 11 homers
announced its refusal of the respectively.
in
1969.
we ought to find out whether the
Another top candidate for the in double figures.
snapping a two-game losing Reggie Jackson,who lilt 47
NIT is Louisiana State, boast- In other ABA games Bob streak. The triumph was New homers for the Oakland Athle- city - and the students- would
ing the highest scorer in college Verga got 24 points as Carolina York's sixth straight over tics last season, said in support big-time basketball."
Steady Improvement
basketball history in Pete stopped, Pittsburgh, 111-96, and Phoenix this season and 10th in Scottsdale, Ariz., that he is
nas played in a World Serie..
By FRED DOWN
Jacksonville's progress has
the Los Angeles Stars broke a
Maravich.
a row over a two-year span. epared for a low holdout. been
and woo a game. His composite
UPI
Sports
Writer
clear
three-game
as
a
well-marked
as
losing
streak
by Hawkins led the losers with 26 Jackson
Army, the nation's top
55-15 won-lost record for the
and the Athletics are road map. The Dolphins were
defensive club, is also a leading downing New Orleans, 107-101, Points- '
reportedly
last
two seasons is one of the
far
apart
the
with
NEW
YORK
8-17
W
(UPI).the
in Year 1 of
The
'Candidate to return to the NIT. babied Bob Warren's 23 points.
Joe 15iWave1'- iiW
p1ayer asking $15,000 and the plan, a
faces
By United Prase hiternationel
which Denny best in baseball history.
break-even 13-13 the three
points in Atlanta's win over Los club offering $40,000.
McLain's rise to stardoms
next, then up to 17-7 last year. McLain has 'displayed to the
Angeles as the Lakers played Bob Gibson, a 20-game
sports world are those of a began at Mt. Carmel High
NEW YORK (UPI)-- StepSen
And now ...
without NBA scoring leader winner for the St. Louis
School in Chicago where be
F. Austin will take a perfect
"We started to see daylight fireball, a flake and a tot.
/eery West for the second Cardinals in four of the last
the second year when we went In this first of three articles mpiled a 38-7 woo4orst record-record and the No. 1 ranking in
straight game. Happy Hairston five seasons, conceded "I up in Indiana
league
the small college basketball
and brought back on baseball's No. 1 bad boy, the attention of major
led the losers with 24 points but expect it to be a little tougher Vaughan
ratings into the NAL& chamWedeldng and Greg Detroit Tiger pitcher's meteoric scouts. He was signed off the
he too reinjured his left it is each year -but I figure Nelson,"
interjected Tom Was. rise to staedem will be traced.; high school campus by the
PlooshiPe.
shoulder with five seconds I'll be ready." Gibson, 34,
din, Williams' assistant and The personality which caused Chicago White Sox for a $17,000
The Lumberjacks today won
remaining in the game.
reported to St. Petersburg, chief recruiter.
his teammates to nteirname bonus in 1962 and assigned to
unanimous approval of the
By STEVE SMILANICH
Earl Monroe and jack Maria Fla., at his 197-pound pitching
withheld
announceme
any
nt
on
"Getting Rex Morgan (the na- him "Super Flake" will be their Harlan, Ky., farm club.
United Press International
UPI Sports Writer
what schools were contacted both scored 29 points as weight.
tion's 10th-leading scorer last explored in the second article Three years later he was a star
Board of Coaches, receiving all
Baltimore continued its domthee On other fronts: Manager season with
a 26.7 average) and the weaknesses which for the Detroit Tigers.
29 first-place votes cast in the The NCAA tapped 10 atelarge until today. However, McGuire
confirmed Marquette was con- tion over San Diego. The
o Smith of the Detroit from a junior college was a tre- brought about his suspension by
Fast Rise
latest weekly ratings. S.F. teams for its tournament
when tacted and would go to the New triumph was the Bullets' eighth Tigers, said that veteran Al mendous
And what a star! He was 16-6
boost - and then, of Commissioner Bowie Kuhn will
Austin_ completed its regular the friendly bidding
war with York tourney.
straight over the Rockets
Kaline atie
lupt
,
lay this year at course, there's those two big be analyzed in the third article. In 1965, 20-14 in 1966 and 17-16
campaign with a 25-0 record, the National Invitation
TourJacksonville celebrated its 18th in 19 outings over a three- bo
both first
and in right field boys we got out of the junior
McLain's career on the field In 196'7. He finished the 1967
beating Southwest Texas, 86-63, nament began
Tuesday.
selection to the NCAA tour- Year span. • .
• .. Willie Miye reported at college ranks for this year." has been an unqualified success season under something of a
Monday night, and meets St. The NCAA has
15 spots nament by edging Oklahoma
Bob Rule got 29 points
Casa Grande, Arlasringbig
Williams Insists that the Dol- story. Few athletes have risen cloud -a cloud which now
Mary's in the opening round of
the district 8 NAIA champion- reserved for conference cham- City, 77-75, while St. John's 01 Seattle held off the Warrior the San Francisco "Giants' phins would have had a good so far so fast. At the age of 25 threatens to haunt him for the
pions but the Iowa Hawkeyes New York improved its NIT and Jimmy Walker, with 30 roster to all present eked
team even without 7 - foot - and with only six major league rest of his life -because he
ships on Friday.
will have to claim the Big 10 hopes by beating Holy Cross, points, led a fourth-quarter accounted for
HoradlakArtis Gilmore and 7-foot Pem- seasons behind him he has failed to win a game after Aug.
Only games played through
title before mapping tourney 75-62.
outburst that carried Detroit Clarke, Jerry Kenney, Bobby broke Burrows; but
last Saturday night count in the
those 'two achieved goals which stamp 29 and the Tigers lost the
The Southwest Conference past Milwaukee.
Murcer and rookie outfielder have -made Jacksonville great. him as a likely Hall of Earner. pennant
by
one game to
current ratings. S.F. Austin plans.
lows, soloyiss its best season race was thrown open when
Fusty Torres !Zed to show up
the Boston Red Sox. It was
won two games lest week, since
Rebounder
-Came
Leading
90
Winner
•
Ralph Miller left Wichita Texas Tech stopped league.
at the New York Yankees' Fort "There's %Bally no way to Denny has been a 20-game during this period that he was
beating Mciiurry, 85-73, and
In 1964 to rebuild the Hawkeye leading Rice, 78-66.
Lauderdale, Fla., workout but handle that Gilmore," complain- winner three times and Is the side-lined with the loot injury
Texas ASA, 109-82, •
hoop fortunes, ran its Big 10
Villanova primed for the
General Manager Lee MacPhail
There were no additions to
only major league pitcher in which has become a major
mark to 11-0 Tuesday night NCAA tourney by romping past Busy boxer
said no new contractual offers
the top 10 this week, although
the last 35 years to win 30 Issue in the charges now
with an easy 116-97 conquest of Toledo, 107-82.
would be made to the players. Humble beginning
there
was some shuffling Northwester
SAVANNAH
games in a season. He has won swirling about him.
,
Ga.
(UM
n.
ha other games Tuesday night hankie
Outfielder Ed Stroud signed,
Whatever his failures may
Around among the small college
American League's Most
the
Brewer,
Savannah
a
The win boosted the Haw- Cincinnati surprised Missouri
leaving
homer-hitting Frank
LOS ANGELES (Url)- The' Valuable Player award once. have been in 196'7, Denny made
elite.
middleweigh
t,
fought
times
four
keyes to a 16-4 overall mark Valley Conference leader
Howard as the Washington first golf course in Southern He .has won one Cy Young the baseball world forget 'em in
Ashland, which lost its second
and left them two games in Drake, 88-78; Illinois beat in 1966, and three of those Senators' only unsigned player
California was built in 1898 by a Award, as the league's No. 1 1968.
game of the season, dropping a
front of Purdue with three Michigan State, 74-67; Texas bouts came within an 11 -day
No progress in negotiations group of men who began the Los pitcher and shared the award
The big moment for Denny
42-37 decision to West Virginia
span against the same fighter
league games, remaining, The A&M downed Arkan.sas
0; Brewer outpointed Gary Buck with pitchers Bill Singer and Angeles Golf Club by sinking another time. He shares the came in a natinnally-televised
Tech, fell into third place
Boilermakers; a 108-94 victor Texas trounced Baylor, 81-70;
Don Sutton, catchers , Tom empty tomato cans into a vacant league record for most consecu- game with the Oakland Athlebehind Cheyney State. Cheyney
over Minnesota Tuesday, face Ohio State racked Wisconsin, on March 16, lost a decision to Haller and Jeff Torborg
and lot near downtown.
State, possessor of a 22-1 record
him
two
tive strikeouts In a game. He tics on Sept. 14, Dizzy Dean,
days
came
later,
then
the Hawkeyes Saturday night. 98-87 Georgetown trounced Fathe last previous 30-game
following two victories last
back for another six-round outfielder Len Gabrieison were
Purdue is 9-2 in league play.
irfield,
94-70 and Rutgers nipped
reported
winner in 1934, was on hand at
by Al Campanis,
week, drew 221 points to 201 for
St. Bonaventure, Jacksonville, Connecticut 90-84, in overtime. decision against Buck on March director of player personnel
Tiger Stadium, McLain's atfor
Ashland, which is 21-2,
26.
New Mexico State, Houston, Not- Sixth - ranked
Jacksonville,
the Los Angeles Dodgers.
tempt to reach 30 that day
`-• Howard Payne remained
re Dame, Villanova, Niagara,Ut- pushing its season mark to 21-1,
seemed thwarted when Reggie
fourth with 152 points with ah State, Long
Beach St. and relied on a jump shot by guard
Jackson's second homer of the
Puget Sound fifth with 121.' Dayton
all accepted NCAA bide Vaughn Wedeking with four
game gave the Athletics a 4-3
record, climbed Into a sixth. Tuesday.
Dayton was tapped seconds left to nip Oklahoma
lead in the sixth inning But the
place tie with Youngstown, after Marquette turned
down a City. Arils Gilmore led JackEastern Division, looks much Tigers rallied for two runs to
each with 112 points.
By MILTON RICHMAN
bid from the NCAA because the sonville with 25 points and 18
more relaxed this spring them win the game, 5-4, in the ninth
Maryland State, boasting a Milwaukee school was
UPI Sports Writer
ticketed
last.
Inning and give Denny No. 30.
22-0 record, moved up two for the Midwest Regionals rebounds.
He scored one more victory
Feels More At Ease
notches into eighth place with Instead of those
POMPANO
BEACH,- Fla, "I have
in the Mideast.
to say I feel a little five days later to round out the
70 points, followed by St.
(UPI)
-The
Coach Al McGuire's Warseveral
last
sports."
guy
in
the
By RICHARD A. HUGHES
more at ease," he owns tee season with a 31-6 record and
Ilary's of Texas with 50 and riors plan to accept bid
The 10 named in the one. world to condemn anybody is "This time last year I'd have one of
a
to the Didn't'Go West'
the great pitching
Eastern New Mexico with 39.
Ted
charged
NIT when the new group announce
Williams.
indictment are
DETROIT (UPI)- A federal
someone stand beside me and achievements of modern times.
Five coaches from each of Its initial picks today. The NIT
He knows the feeling of
NEW YORK (UPI) - The grand
jury investigating a with conspiracy to use and
pointing out the players
say
the seven geographical areas of sent out bids Tuesday
Two Series Losses
but companies that manufactured U. nationwide gambling ring, rela- cause the use of facilities in catching it from all sides. He for me. I didn't know the
the country comprise the UPI
Denny's brilliant feat was
further- has been down that road and
S. women's apparel a century tively dormant
commerce
in
Interstate
routine last year."
since a dramaBoard of Coaches. They vote
dimmed somewhat in the World
ago paid little attention to tic series of New
ance of an illegal gambling knows it can be a dark and
When he finished his first
Year's Day
every week during the season
Series, during which he lost two
Horace Greeley's advice to "Go raids, followed up
operation. Conviction carries a lonely one.
manager,
Williams
year
as
those
with points allotted on the basis
of three decisions including a
Ted Williams is a manager
west, young man," and their vrith 10 indictments arrests maximum five-year prison sere
didn't rush right back to
Tuesday
of 10 for a first-place vote, nine
much-awaited first-game confiercely competitive successors and progilnes of
fine. Those now, starting his second time Florida
tence
$10,000
and
a
to go fishing. He went frontation
more to come,
for second, eight for third and
Michigan around with the Washington
still haven't done so, either, to The 23-member
with
St. Louis
grand jury named, seven from
to the World Series instead and Cardinal
so on down to one for a 10th.
ace Bob Gibson, but
any great extent.
which last week heard testimo- and three from Mississippi, Senators, but he still has the watched among others, Gil
place vote.
Meinhard-Commercial ny from suspended 'Detroit were arrested in the Jan. 1 baseball player's philosophy Hodges, the manager of the there was no denying his
remarkable season.
and his basic instinct is for a
Corporation, a C.I.T. Financial Tiger_ pitcher Denny McLain, raids or shortly after.
Mets and a one-time manager
There were a few critics who
fellow ballplayer.
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UP!)-. Corporation subsidiary providing Issued the sealed indictments
of the Senators.
wondered
whether McLain's
The one thing Ted Willisuns
Indicted were Donald James
The world champion New York funds to the apparel industry, Feb. 16. They were opened
The thing that impressed
Mets are only 9-2 favorites to notes that a recent industry Tuesday
but contained no Dawson, .48, a Birmingham, won't do is pre-judge Denny Williams most about 'Hodges great season was a fluke but he
answered them all in 1969.
United Press International top repeat as National League study shows that two out of mous sports names under Mich., restaurateur; Leonard McLain.
was that he never,.seemed
Although the Tigers 'came up
"Don't Know Enough"
A. Torricia, East Detroit, Mich.;
20 small eolleve basketball Mists and are rated behind three women's coat, suits. dictm ent.
excited
get
on
bench.
the
honestly don't know
and never made a strong
stale"
Howard Dixon, 61, Detroit; "I
teams with first place Antes Atlanta, San Francisco and St. dresses and lingerie items still are
"I asked him what kind o
Named
among
five c- Nick Charles Mondella, 44, enough about what happened," pills he takes to keep calm, challenge for the pennant,
and won-lost record in paren- Louis, according to the first line made by firms here.
McLain turned in a second
onspirators, however, was Hall Farmbigton, Mich.; Jack An- Ted Williams says. "All 1 know Williams laughed.
theses (12th week).
on the alining baseball season
consecutive brilliant season. He
f
Fame
pitcher Jerome thony Lucido, 35, Grosse Pointe Is what I read. From what
Team
Points by Las Vegas oddsmakers.
compiled a 24-9 record, worked
Dizzy"
Dean, whose "very Woods, Mich.; Isaac - "Ike" know of him personally he's a
1. S.F. Astri (29)(24-0)
The line, issued through the
290
In 325 innings, pitched nine
elpful" information led to Jones, 58, Lansing, Mich.- helluva nice guy. I feel sorry
2. Cheyney St. (22-1)
221 Del Mar Sports Book by Dutch trade
for him and I hope those things
shutouts and had a 2,80 earned
everal of the ,arrests. James Peter J. Martino, 47,
201 oddsmaker Bill Dark, while not
3. Ashland (21-2)
run average. This time he
. Brickley, U.S. attorney for brother, Warren Luke Martino I read aren't trtie. If they are, College
4. Hwrd Payne (24-3)
152 breaking the leagues down by THE HAGUE (UPI)
Basketb
all
shared the Cy Young award as
5. Puget Sound (20-3)
121 division, listed the BraveS first - International goode traffic astern Michigan, declined to 44, and Salvatore J. Sicuro, 64 he made one terrible mistake."
Scores
Vany players on the Washpitcher of the year in the AL
6. (Tie) Yngstvm (21-2)
112 as 3-1 picks to take the National from and to Holland in the first y whether the government all of Biloxi, Miss.
ington roster are in their 20's
with 23-game winner - Mike
half of 1969 was 14 per cent ade a deal with Dean and
(Tie) Cat. Wash.(25-1) 112 League title.
Cuellar
of the
Baltimore
Named as co-conspirators and still impressionable, but By
Next came the Giants at 7-2 higher than in the corresponding tiler co-conspirators for their
8. Maryland St. (22-0)
70
United Press international Orioles.
Williams didn't lecture them on
9. St. Mry's Tex. (19-3)
50 and the Cardinals at 4-1. After period of 1968, according to the estimony, but added that is besides Dean were a nephew,
Ntrother game planes as high
Paul Dean Jr.; Fritz Lindstrom gambling or being careful of
'sometimes the case."
E. New Mex.(18-5)
the
Mets and then Ministry of Economic Affairs.
39 them
Indiana 102 Mich. 93
a value on statistical achieveThe grand jury has subpoe- Jr., 64, Phoenix, Ariz., a friend their associations after the
11, Oral Roberts (25-3)
37 Chicago 5-1, Los Angeles fel,
St.
Jno.
75
Holy
Cross 62
ment as baseball and Denny
ed persons allegedly involved of Dean's; Howard Sober, a McLain affair came to light.
12. Kentucky St. (21-2)
30 Cincinnati 7-1, Pittsburgh 12-1, Life-saver
LIU 68 C.W. Post 53
now had the kind of statistics
a Flint, Mich., bookkeeping Lansing, Mich. businessman "There was no need to," Rutgers
13. Assumption
19 Houston 15-1, Philadelphia 30-1
90 Conn. 84, ot
II
which lead a player into the
home -to insisted the-Washington mana- Cincinnati
'
14. Stetson
16 and Montreal and San Diego
BOSTQN (UPI) The lives of eration that Sports Illustrated Whe gave his $250,000
88 Drake 72
game's
Hall of Fame in
15. (Tie) Phila. Tex.(20-2) 13 (coupled as a single entry) 150- 40 infanis dying in spite of agazine charges involves W- serve as Michigan's governor's ger, sitting in his small office TCU 102 SMU 93
Cooperstovm, N.Y. With 104
(Tie) St. Jos.(Ind.)
13 1.
corrective surgery for stomach ain. But Brickley said the mansion; Mike Dor ia, 44, here following an Warsaw Iowa 116 Northwestern 9'7
victories at the age of 25,
Baltimore was listed 2-1 to and intestinal defects have been McLain matter "is separate. Detroit, an auto dealer; and four-hour workout during which Jcksnvl 77 Okla. City 75
17. (Tie) S.W. La (16-7)
11
Denny was well on his way
(Tie) So. Dalt. St.
11 repeat as Anterican League saved in the last two years by a The federal government is still Mitchel E. Karam, 36, a builder he watched the activity from Hofstra 77 Wagner 74
toward 250 to 300 career
champions. The rest of the new method being refined by •ursuing matters with whit from Bloomfield Township,,,? seemingly everywhere. "There Lehigh 88 Lafayette 68
19. (Tie) Ga. Sou.
are ,some things you know
victories and almost automatic
(Tie) Old Dominion
junior circuit in order were: the Children's Hospital Medical Denny McLain has had sonic Detroit suburb.
Illinois
74
Mich.
St.
67
atuornatically," he commented.
entrance to the shrine.
involvement."
Brickley 1:
. Others receiving five or more Oakland 3-1, Minnesota 4-1, Center in Boston.
Ohio
St.
98
Wis.
86
Williams, designated manaThat's one face of Denny
Texas A &M 72 Ark. 60
Wesleyan, Boston 5-1, Detroit 6-1, Califor- This method, which doctors sticking to his original stateKentucky
points:
McLain -the fireball.
ger of the year in the American,
ment
following
.
Year'
the
New
10-1,
nia
Cleveland
10-1,
New
at Children's call the lifeline,
Villanova 107 Toledo 82
Gannon;
Northern Arizona,
But there are two other faces
One out of every sOrillsildren league last season when he ,Purdue 108 Minnesota 94
York 15-1, Chicagd 20-1, Wash- consists of a tube inserted near Day arrests that the- ganitlin.
- the flake and the fool.
ip
ring "involves several sport: entering the first grade in Texas guidEid the Senators to an Texas
South Missouri, Eastern. Michi. ington 30-1 and Kansas City and the baby's
heart through an
Baylor
B2
70
(Next:
almost unbelievable 86-76 reDenny
McLain
the
gan, Springfield, Jackson St.
cutting . a( ro,:, public schools speaks Spanish
Seattle (as an entry) 150-1.
Texas Tech 78 Rice 66
nsio
.n made in the jugular vein. ersonalities
cord and fourth nlace in the
Flake)

Marquette To Compete In Paw"' "
National Invitational Meet Seventh Straight

By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer

Denny McClain Displays Three
Faces To The World Of Sports

Lumberjacks
Hold First'

NCAA Taps Ten At-large
Teams For Regional Meets

Hall of Famer, Dizzy Dean
Named By Federal Grand Jury

Sports Parade

Mets Favored
To Win NI

Small College
Cage Ratings

_
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4547

Wednesday, February ne
Woman's Republican
The
Mrs. Chris Runyon, educationThe
Great Decisions group e
Club of Murray met at the Comal chairman for the St. Leo's
AAUW
meet
the
will
with
Mn.I
munity Center, Monday, Febru- Inez Claxton, Ordway thee se Cooperative Preschool, offered
ary 16 at seven o'clock in the 7:30 p.m. Miss Jane newsy will a list of books minted to child
evening.
development, which parents oi
be leader an the topic, "Middle
The meeting was celled to oryoung children may find help
East".
'
der by the president, Mtn A
tut as part of the program tot
•••
gitien
was
L Rhodes. A report
the Mothers' Meeting held in
Thursday, February 34
by Mrs. Clara Resig, the treathe Student Union Building on
Magazine
The
Club
will
hold
surer, on the bake sale and baits annual luncheon at the Col- February 18.
zaar which the club held in
Included in her list
onial Home Smorgasbord at
NovemberHann Ginott's paperback
one
p.m.
The ladies enjoyed a Protween Parent and child", "Lim The Gamma Gamma Chapter By PATRICIA McCORIIACK womanpower:
"College
•••
and
gram conducted by Mrs. Robert
mg with Children" by Gerald of Beta Sigma Phi met at
University Business," a Journal
The
Wranglers
the
Riding
Cenb
RobHarold
Mrs.
Kimball and
Patterson and Elimbeth Gunton, Community Center on Monday, NEW
for administrators in higher
YORK (UPI)— The
ertson, March of Dimes Chair- will meet at the Calloway Comi- "Play Therapy" by Virginia Axeducation,
ty
February
with
court
23
the
house
president,
at
seven
Sixties
go
pan.
down
in
history
as
mac for Calloway County. An
line, and the Gesell Inetitute'l Mrs. Willard Ails, presiding.
The entire issue is devoted to
The
skating
party
hea
STARTING OUT TO MAN- Telephone 3174334.
bean
the
time
of birth for the
informative film on birth de"Child Behavior".
"Revolution II, Thinking Fe•• •
Special guests for the even- blIckpower revolution.
March 9.
AGE YOUR MONEY IN 1970—
fects was shown, after which postponed until
Mrs. Laverne Russell, pre- ing were Mr. and Mrs.
•••
Bramley
If you are interested in better
Why in breakfast important? Mrs Kimball presented some
And if thinking females, have male."
Demands Involvement
The Elm Grove Baptist school teacher, continued the of Murray and Mr. Brown, dir- their way —the Seventies will
money management, the first Researchers have found that facts on the Mothers March and
program with a review of the ector of O.E.O. in Paducah.
"This revolution asks something to do is to outline a plan. when breakfast was omitted gave insight as to how March Church ViltS will have a mime
Mr. pa down as the birth of the
preschool's goats and immune- Brown explained
thing of us all," says Lucigrace
At first it Mould be written students took longer to make of Dimes contributions help ion study at the home of Mn.
the purpose of womanpower revolution.
Earl Lee at ten am. The study ed plans for activities during O.E.O. and discussed the plans
out and fairly detailed at that; decisions, were less steady, and conquer birth defects.
The women who burn bras in Switzer, senior editor of College
February
March.
and
Art
work
and University Business.
for a Child Daycare Center in protest represent
Later on, you can modify.
work output was less. We can
Cake and coffee were served on the Northeast will be Mos.
a novelty
"As women define new roles
To understand whet such conclude Met when studentt by Mrs. Thelma Cassidy, the dames Robert Weston, Walton and special activities will cen- Murray. He asked for the sup- fringe. But others are
deadly
for themselves, men will have a
'skinning involves, think for a eat a good breakfast, they ate hostem for the evening.
Pulkerson, Joe Arnold, Jame ter around patriotism through- port of everyone in the com- serious.
moment how you and every likely to: (1) work and play betRoberts, and Albert Crider. A out February, and March will munity for this worthwhile pro•
At the front of the movement lot of learning to do. . ."
family you know spend money. ter, (2) to be more alert in
As the revolution develops,
potluck luncheon will be serv- be devoted to circus projects. ject and the continued support is the
National Organization for
Glossy
Mrs.
Lyon,
president,
Consciously or not, it is accord- their thinking and action in the
of the projects at the Douglas
she
ed.
thinks
marriage
will
Women
(NOW),
led
by
Betty
announced
reveled
schedule
a
•••
ing to some system Or Plan. late morning hours (3) be calCenter of which Mrs. Bramley
change.
Friedan,
author
of
the
"Femipreschool
for
sessions
during is director.
You want to come out even at mer and Moodier, and (4) have
"Marriage is not necensarily
The Zeta Department of the
nine Mystique."
the end of the month, Po per- more fun and enjoyment. —
Murray Woman's Club will the first week in March. Sess- The roll call and minutes of
a sex-for-support bargain; marIn close-rank formation beions will be held March 3, i, the last meeting were
haps you don't'buy a new dram Pat Everett, Courthouse, Benriage is not necessarily necesreed and
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Scar- have an auction bazaar at the and 5 of that week with the
now
are
dozens of
or an expensive lunch today. ton, Ky. 42025. Telephone 527the treasurer's report given., hind
meeting
7:30
at
pm
sary," she says,
at
the
brough, 1108 Vine Street, Murwomen's
liberation
children
meeting
at
library
the
movement
Or you want to have enough
Each committee reported on
Miss Komisar, in her report,
ray, are the parents of a baby dub house Members are to on March 4 and departing from
•••
money on Saturday morning to
plans for the remainder of the groups, many of them slaving notes that women are angry
Marty Jay, weighing seven being items to be auctioned sad the Dairy Cheer. The morning
boy,
over
their
mimeograph
ma- about
do the week-end shopping, so
year.
When you read the hang tags
the powers men wield
ounces, born on may invite guests. Hodes's. group will meet from 9:30 to
tonight you stay home from the on garments you may notice pounds fifteen
Refreshments were served by chines to produce "liberation" over women,
February 20, at 9:23 are Mesdames Dan Hiltaes, 11:00 on that date and the afFriday,
movies.
Imetesses, Mrs. Ellis Perry and newsletters.
that some have "waterproof a.m. at the Murray-Calloway Woodfin Butane John T. Irma,
Among resentments: women
Liberation Papers
By haviog a plan you will fabric" and some "water-repellElsie W. Kivett, Wed A. H. Eon- ternoon group from 1:00 to 2:- Mrs Wallace Parkin_
cannot ask for dates but must
Hospital.
30.
They
include
"Tooth
and
gala two things. You will oe ent fabric". The waterproof fab- County
Those present were Mesdames
The new father is employed perud
Nall," from Berkeley, Calif.; sit home waiting for the phone
It was also decided that the Willard Ails, Fred
better able to control how you ric ik a material, often of plas•••
Gardner,
to ring.
Sanders-Purdom Motor
the
at
May
meeting
be
will
an
open
"Off
the Pedestal," Palo Alto,
spend your money, and you vrill tic, which liquids cannot peneJohn Hina, Ray Sims, Kee ThoThe Wetting Wives Club will
Sales.
house in Gleason Hall for all mas, Dan Well, Bob
Calif.;
"Revolutiona
ry
Age,"
know, Perhaps for the first trate. The water-repellent fabhave
Hopkins,
a
potluck dinner at the
Grandparents are Mr. and
persons interested in the pro- Chester Wildey, Wallace
time, where your money is go- ric is one impregnated with a
Park- Seattle, Wash.; "The Outpost,"
Woodmen of the World
ing and why. — Berietta Wra- silicone solution which makes Mrs. John Scarbrough of Rus- [ing at seven p.m.
in, Ellis Perry, and Misses Pat- Cleveland, Ohio; "New England
James
sellville
Mr.
and
Mrs.
and
Mrs. Charlotte Hammack serv- ricia Wiggins, Suzanne
thee 209 Maple Street, Murray, it shed water.
•••
McDoug- Free Press," Boston, Mass.
Maxine Grin Gray of Itiriaey. Mrs. Winnie
ed as hostonester the meeting. at, and Nancy Brown.
Ky. 42071. Anne 763-1451.
- This month the nomanpolver
Box B, Federal Bldg., Clin- Scarbrough of Murray Route
•
Sefunisy,
February
IS
••
• ••
revolution achieved new status,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp
ton, Ky. 4203L Phone 653-2231. One and Mr. and Mrs. Clois
The Alpha Department of the
ARE YOU A GOOD LISTENbeing featured on the covers of spent Sunday and Monday in
•••
Museay Woman's Club will have
great
grandMelber
are
of
Gray
ER? Listening is part of comMI luncheon at 12 D0012 at the
SPRING
' ' 70 women's wear
Broil small, tender broil- two major publications —both Owensboro se guests of their
Loosen segments in
munication. Hearing may be will be very sat looking. The parents.
cousin, Mrs. Gertie BidwelL
eel* house. Hootemee will be grapefruit halves. Sprinkle
• er •
er-fryers now on plentiful the egghead type,
• ••
the most neglected of our mens- colors, the silbouette, the
The cover of "The Saturday
foods list) several inches
Mile Roadie Henry, Mesdames each grapefruit half with
deAngela
Down
is
name
the
es, listening is almost a lost act tails, the fabrics — everything
Mrs. Monico Waldrop of MurReview" shows a female hand
from
heat
with
a
brushing
Scott,
sugar
and
cinnamon,
chosen
mace
Larry
"sit
Mrs.
and
John
IOW
N.
Mr.
by
Do you really listen to your is soft. Details such as
f melted margarine. Turn In the "V" for vrCtory sign, The ray has been a patient at
J. A. Outland, and or nutmeg. Dot with butter.
bins cuts, Myers of 1001 Glendale, Mut-- "Aida
winimiDick,
F. asith.
children? Much of the child's blouson tops, circular
olte after 30 minutes and story to go with the cover is by Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Place three inches from
skirts ray, for their baby girl, weigh•••
broi 5-30 minutes longer. Lucy Komisar, board member
learning comes about because and pleats all
•••
broiler heat. Broil slowly
add to the softer mg six pounds 6% ounces, bore
Serge
'th a Polynesian of New York's chapter of NOW,
socseone is listening. Adult; styling of women's
Mrs.
Kathleen
Starks of Al15
to
20
minutes
until
and errs on Saturday, February 21, at I
sauce of
ineapple pre- It details "the
sometimes think that if they outerwear.
m° Route One has been disgrapefruit is lightly
new
feminism,"
Murray-Calloa.m.
1:35
the
m
at
serves sharpened with vineare talking and a child is listenbrowned
and
heated
The other cover calling missed from Western Baptist
Silhouettes, however, still fall way County Hospital.
gar and mix
sliving, learning is taking place but
through.
attention
to the rumbiings ol Hospital, Paducah.
in the long-lean direction. This
father
new
The
is
tool
ered
a
almonds.
this is not always true. A child's
will be emphasized by cardigan salesman.
learning depends largely upon
jackets over dresses, skinnyMr. and Mrs. Kent Wetmore
now he understands and feels fitting coats,
coat and dress en- of Hazel Route Two and Mrs,
about a situation Parents can
sembles, T-shirt dresses, blou- Velma Myers of Murray Route s 'Miss Barbara Jean Holsapple,
be helpful only when they are
son sweeter dresses and gar- Three are the grandparents. bride-elect of George Anthony
aware of these feelings, and
ments with more fit and flare. John McIntosh and Mrs. F. W. Taylor, was complimented with
this can come only from listenWith the softer look,, the shape C. Wetmore, both of New a lovely tea held on Saturday,
ing carefully to a child. Maybe
Is curved, coaxed or molded, Brunswick, Canada, are great Febreary 21, from two to four
lines of communicatim could
o'clock ill the afternoon at the
but the effect is natural look- grandparents.
be reestablished, if adults liseption hall of the Salem
•••
tened more to whet the young- ing and completely tndividaal
list Church.
Thompson,
Catherine
baby
C.
—
A
Tamara
girl,
Lynner generation is trying to tell
The gracious hostess for the
us. — Irma Hamilton, Court- Hickman, Ky. 42050. Telephone ette, weighing nine pounds six occasion was Mrs. Billie Paul
ounces,
was
to
born
and
Mr.
house, Mayfield. Ky. 42066. 236-2361.
Mrs. Glynn Chambers of Farm- Howard.
For the event the honoree
ington Route One on Saturday,
February 21, at 9:55 a.m. at chose to wear from her trousthe Murray-Calloway County seau a bright pink knit dress
and was presented a corsage of
Hospital.
Their other children are San- white carnations by the hosdy, age sixteen, Danny, age tess.
Mrs. Mason Holsapple, mothseven, Stephen, age six, Keith,
er of the honoree, was attired
four,
age
Diana.
and
sevenage
In a January candlelight attached to a pink bow. She
in a beige knit dress and a
ceremony at 7 o'clock in the carried a nosegay of maroon teen months. The father is with hostess' gift corsage was of
pink
e•eing Miss Starla Ann baby mums with pink streamers Todd Rental Uniforms.
Mr. and Mrs. Rebel Chambers carnations.
Cunningham and Albert Ray tied in love knots.
The beautifully appinted tea
Collier were united in-onarriage
The bridesmaids were Miss of Farmington Route One are table was covered with a
white
at Clark's River Baptist Church. Linda Davis and Miss Jeanette grandparents. Great grandmo- linen cloth and
centered with
The Rev, Howell Specs Collier, ,sister of the groom. thers are Mrs. 0. H. Bush of an arrangement
of pink carnaperformed the double-ring Their dresses and headpieces Sikeston, Mo., and Ma. Mollie
tions in a silver bowl flanked
Wiggins
Farmington
of
Route
ceremony.
were identical to the matron of
by pink candles in silver holdThe bride is the daughter of honor's. They carried a single One.
ers.
• ••
. Mr. and Mrs. Lexie Cunningham long-stemmed pink carnation
Refreshments of punch, inMr. and Mrs. Jim Bryan, 804
of Symsonia; the groom is the with green foliage and pink
Minerva Place, announce the dividual cakes with pink roses,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles ribbon_
nuts, and mints were served in
Collier of Boaz.
The flower girl was Miss birth of a baby boy, James WalA program of nuptial music Janice Cunnineham. cousin of ter, Ill, weighing nine pounds crystal appointments.
Miss Judy Faye Kelso and
was presented by Mrs. Francette the bride. Hero:tree was Identical twelve ounces, born on Sunday,
Whitt, pianist, and Mr. Boyd to the other attendants. She February 22, at 5:14 p.m. at the Miss Alesia Gail Smith presided
at the tea table. -Whitt, vocalist.
carried a white basket filled with Murray-Calloway County HospiMrs. William Cottsinger kept
Preceding the ceremony, the white petals, and accented with tal.
tapers were lit by the ushers, pink bows.
They have two other sons, the register at the table overDanny Hicks and Danny
Kevin Cunningham. brother Kim, age-twelve, and Kris, age laid with a white linen cloth
Hendon.
of the bride, carried the rings on seven. The father owns Bryan and a pink mum lying to the
The wedding vows were a satin and lace pillow.
Security Systems with offices side of the zegister book.
exchanged before an eta
Donnie McManus served as in Murray and Memphis, Tenn. The honoree was presented
entwined with greenery sod best man. Gary Cunningham,
Grandparents are Mrs. Cletie with a silver casserole as a
accented with white wedding brother of the bride, and Phillip Dublin of Hazel Route One and wedding gift from the hostess.
One hundred and twelve perbells. In the center of the arch Foley served as groomsmen.
Mrs. Myrtle Lee Bryan of 1631
sons were included in the guest
were baskets of pink nadiolis
Mire Cunningham chose for Farmer, Murray.
and maroon pompoms. On the her daughter's wedding a pink
•••
sides were pink burning tapers In bonded-knit dress with
brown
wrought iron .candelabras. The accessories. Mrs. Collier
wore a
family pews were marked by navy tgue dress with
black
pink satin bows.
accessories. Each wore a corsage
The bride, given in marriage of white carnations.
by her father, wore a
The guest register was kept
formal-length gown of white
the Beginning Cooking group
bridal satin. The Empire bodice by Miss Jennie Collier, sister of from the Kirksey
4-H Club met
The Faith Doran Circle ot the
was fashioned with a lowered the groom. Miss Gaye -Lyne in the
home of their leader, Women's Society of Christian
Smith and Miss Brenda - Emery,
round neckline and was covered
Mrs.
Betty
Tucker,
on
cousins
Monday
of
the
bride, passed out
Service of the First United Mein lace, and the traditional
afternoon.
the rice bags.
•
thodist Church met in the home
pointed sleeves were
"The
Lucky
Six"
Immediately following the
was the of Mrs. Jack Wilcox on Tuesalso made of lace. The A-line
name chosen for the group.
ceremony the reception was held
day, February 17, at two o'clock
skirt front was accented with a
Those present were Debbie in the afternoon.
in the church social hall. Serving
satin bow, and the back of the
were Miss Phyllis Cole, Mrs. Tucker, Gail Tucker, Karen EdFor the program Mr, end
gown was enhanced with a
Patricia Hicks. cousins of the wards, Connie Smith, Tress Mrs. Jack Wilcox showed slides
detachable train made of lace
bride, Miss Vicki Thompson and Garland, and Jo Beth Norwood. and spoke of. their travels
In
and attached at the shOulders.
• ••
Min Connie Smith.
Israel, Italy. East -and West
The veil of illusion was attached
After
a
•brief
honeymoon,
The Jackson Purchase Historical Society has gathered
the
A pert of the revenue from the
Germany, France, and England
to a crown of rainbow colored
saie of the Edition
Mrs. F. E. Crawford presidsequins. The bride carried a couple resided at 905 Main
material for this Edition for many months. Wlany
nit) be given to the Jackson
Street Murray. Ky. The groom
Purchase Mimetic:et
Four visitors were Mrs Frebouquet of white glamelihs and
ed.
is presently serving the United
people throughout the area contributed material.
Society to assist them in their continuing
feathered carnations, centered
da Butterworth, Mrs. Grfog
that, efforts
States Army in Vietnam. and the
with • detachable corsage A fall
Miller, Mrs. Morrison Galloway,
Time
did
Combine
not
permit
the
one
use
to
of
20-oun
some
gather and preserve the history
ce
can
material
bride is residing with her
which
of
the
ribbon
love
Jackson
in
satin
tied
white
at
and Mrs. John Irvan
of frozen. cherries thawed
the Society hopes to use at sister date. This 124-mige
Purchlim. This newspaper appreciates
tnots was attached to the parents
Forty-six visits to shutins
with one-fourl h teaspoon althe tremendous
niuquet.
mond extract and put into
Edition is in newspaper form with advertising from
were reported Ind pledge cards
work of the Historical
Society in this unusual
Mrs Mars Luc Hendon served
eight-inch square baking
were distributed. Announcement
area
businesses
Several
hundred
undertaking.
pictures and several
Micro-tifm copies of this Edition as
pan. Blend one-half cup
was made of the district meet.
well
flour with one-half cup
hundred thousand words are used in the edition to
ing to be held March 4 at Mir,
as bound copies will be presented
fit 'Matron of honor. Her PlInt
to area libraries for
firm],
packed
brown
sugar,
ray.
long-sleeved, nQPI,Length gown
tell a portion of the history of this eight county
use in their counties by
one-half teaspoon allspice,
I 'smoot.hlv ire rolled
arse.
interested students and
Mrs. J. T. Sammons gave It..
was fashioned with a maroon
on•-fnurth
-I' A paielhrush.
teaspoon
it
tit
Much of the material is new and the entire edition is
devotion from the first chary?.
historians. The Society appreciates
velvet bodice and .3 pink crepe
meg and one fourth cup hutthe public's
a cal one An
'I'
V
of Psalms and' read a tr,em t;y
the largest volume in one edition covering the
A-line skirt. The empire waist irenecesee brush
tor or mat-canoe Sprinkle
contributions to the Edition and
from
regrets that amuse
McKinley Morton
Frances
was accented with a maroon the re, r i-te or Pohh.
over cherries Bal... At '12",
Purchase ever compiled.
Ia. material was too late to
Delicious refreshment,
ieliet sash and bow with shop 'A.'? do net feitix for
be incorporated in the
riv-vree P rine hour Makes
•
hostesses
the
served
by
NI.,
streamer hanging in the back. bru-'
•
four ter in:,
history•
Isaac
Wilcox
Mrs
and
Clcnt
maroon
wa,
veil
headpiece
a
Her
"

VAW410r
1 4"
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Beta Sigma Phi
Hears Reports On
Daycare Center

add

National Organization For Women Now
Leading Fight For More Woman Power
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6401.

Spicy Gra

ruit

PERSONALS
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Polynesian Fryers

tnaroara Holsapple
Honored At Tea At
The Salem Church

The Jackson Purchase Historical Society's

Jackson
Purchase

Miss &aria Cunningham
Is Wide Of Albert Collier
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EDITION
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Beginning Cooking Faith Doran Circle
Group Has Meeting Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Jack Wilcox
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Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.

BREAST
LEGS
THIGHS

LB. 65c
LB. 49c
LB. 49c

LB. $1.
09

LB

890

LB. 880

LB. 79c
8 BOTTLE CTN.

JOHNSON
12 OZ. PKG. 490

WIENERS
MORRELL

REG. $1.19

L819Ø
SAUSAGE

16 OZ. BOTTLES
WITH BOTTLES

HYDE PARK

COOKING
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

48 OZ.89t
OIL

4 17 OZ,89
PILLSBURY

*?

PEPSI
COLAS

CANS

CAKE MIX

WITHBEANS
KELLY'Slill
DE ER OOD

3 180Z.
BOXES

315011
CANS
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415 OZ.$1
CANS

FISHER
8 OZ.
4
i
_ PKGS.$
T i
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FA GES
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35t
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By JOSEPH L. MYLER
UPI Senior Editor

By RICK DU BROW.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - The
WASHINGTON (UPI) -On
Jackie Gleason show is gone
Mardi 7 a shad"
from the CBS.TV schedule
across the face of the sun.
announced Thizsday for next
For brief periods the son will season.
be blotted from earthly view Negotiations between Cas.re
along
a Path extending VW and Gleason have been
miles from
below the equator in strained. And although there
is
the South Pacific to west of
always the possibility that
Ireland in the North Atlanticbefore the
It will, says the Natinnal changes can occur
Science Foundation (NSF), be new season starts in Septemher,
comedian's series is, at
"the most shot-at" total eclipse this the
point,canceled.
of the sun since ancients fired
Earlier reports noted that the
whatever evil thing was °LIE- network wanted Gleason to
guishing the
light of heaven.
concentrate n "The HoneymooHundreds of scientists wW ners„ episodes
that have done
"shoot the sun" in a variety of so
well. Gleason, the reports
wavelengths
'say wanted to emphasize a
'infrared
- radio
optical,
ultraviolet,
and X-ray, variety series.
"Shoot" From Many Sites
common knowledge in
They will shoot from scores theIt is
trade that the comedian's
of temporary and permanent awogram
did best against NBCground observatories. They also'TV's head-on competition, Andy
will hurl 66 rockets and 12 gun- Williams_ when
"The Hooeylaunched probes into the sky to moonersf,
were shown, The
get new knoilleige of the stm Gleason series
has generally
and its influence opal earth.
napped wtien doing variety
A high-orbiting catnilite is
outings. Some years ago,
bOlIIg
to .ed new
whicharm
position„,P°6111
:
a
ILI Gleason admitted a variety
series he did was not very
special —bit toward studying g
ood. Williams, by the way, will
effects of the eclipse.
he back on NBC-TV next
fast-flying
jet airplanes,
Two
And his new CBS-TV
loaded with instruments, wit competition
is scheduled to be
chase the eclipse shadow whict ,,tatimuow
will be moving across the eartt
skeitoo Moves To NBC-TV
at more than 1,500 miles at
Another longtime CBS-TV
hour.
star, Red Skelton, will be gone
It is not a necessarily
from
evil
network. Hot his
thing, as the ancients thought, series the
has been picked up by
that will be blacking out the
NBC-TV,
sliced from an
sun come March 7. It is our hour to 30though
minutes, and will be
little old moon.
the weekly lead-in to "Rowan
"In an ecliPse.” saYs we and
Martin's Langb.ln." SkelNSF, "the 2,160-mile diameter ton wi
ll go or against another
moon just covers the
864000- CBS - TV
mainstay. "Guns'
mile diameter sun- an accident
of size and distance that
canceled CBS-TV shows
permits scientists to observe forOther
next seasoe'
"Get
solar features otherwise smart,„ „petticoat are
Junction,
.
masked by the brilliance of the "Lancer,.
Conway
Tim
the
and
sun itself and by the brightness situation comed y. Conway,
of the sky."
however, will have an hour
Eclipse is a Baal
series on the network.
So for scientists an eclipse is variety
some new listings include,
a boon. For laymen, if they
The Andy Griffith show, a
to look
,„
hair
s in°t
eed
.
mwariling
at It hall-hour in which he plays the
an —s
•
- ""6 headmaster of a contemporary
°PP°rtulattY to /dine= one of private school.
nature's spectaculars.
For animals and plants, -The Mary Tyler Moore
however, it is a kind of hoax. show, a half-hour in which she
Birds, thinking night has fallen, plays a girl who works in the
go to roost, daytime animals press room of a television
station.
bed down, flowers fold.
The earllest recorded solar -"Storefront Lawyers," an
drama
about
your
eclipse occurred Oct. 22, 2137 hour
B.C. Unhappily for them, the attorneys who run an offf
Chinese royal astronomers, Hi serving the needs of "ti,t
and Ho, were drunk on wine under-represented,"
More New Shows
and failed to perform their duty
of shooting arrows and beating -"The Interns," an hour
drums to drive off the dragon drama about the personal lives
of budding doctors in a large
that was devouring the sun.
hospital.
This so vexed the emperor,
Chung K'ang, that he had Hi -"Arnie," a half-hour comedy about a man suddenly
and Ho beheaded.
promoted from his employers'
loading dock to the front office
as an executive.
NBC-TV's cancellations for
next season are, as expected,
"My World and Welcome to
It," "I Dream of Jeannie,"
"Then Came Bronson," "Dragnet," "Daniel Boone" and the
Debbie'Reynolds show. The new
NBC-TV series are, in addition
to Skelton's, a Fit WI:Lana
variety hour, a Don Knots
variety hour, an unannounced
one-hour drama and a hall-hour
By LE
-ON BURNETT 7 comedy called "Nancy" about a
girl who lives In the Midwest
and happens to be the daughter
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Odds
and ends from the nation's of the president of the United
States.
capital- mostly odct
It's easy, in wading through
news releases, to conclude that
every pursuit in which Amencans engage has its own trade
association lobbying away in reading. It is worth reading.
have read it myself."
Washington.
--There's the Fertilizer InstiWayward words:
tute, the American Land Title
Rep. Richard L. OStinger,
Association, the National CanN.Y., talking about the sludgy
ners Association (whose members complained about being situation off the coast of his
served, at a recent banquet, state, said:
"We are told big ship
food that had been frozen by
'their competition), and on and, captains park there to rid their
bottoms of barnacles."
on and on.
--It seemed at first glance that
Sen. Jack Miller, R-Iowa,
even the moonshiners had set
referring to complaints that the
up such an operation.
administration
isn't
moving
But no, those long-time
nonconformists are nonconfor- faster against inflation, said:
"Well, to me it's like a guy
mist still. The Corn Refiners
Association, Inc
represents who consumed two bottles on
people who squander that grain Saturday night and complained
by converting it into strictly that he had not got over his
hangover by Sunday noon."
nonalcoholic products.
Paul W. McCracken, head of
--Council
of Economic
President Nixon had a small the
Advisers, replied, "That's a
;roup in at the White House for
good metaphor." Then, after a
i brief advance briefing of the
pause to reflect on what he'd
voluminous foreign policy messaid, he added: "I express only
sage he sent Congress on
an academic opinion."
Wednesday.
--At the outset, he checked
Jerry W. Frtedheim, asked
KissinW.
Henry
adviser
with
about a Navy vessel banging
ger whether he had given the into.section
of the Chetitle correctly, which it turned sapeake Bay Bridge- Tunnel
out he had.
connecting Virginia and MaryIn etwielusion, the President land, said that was an instance
I
that
say
do
"I
guests:
told his
"when the ship hit the span."
erirnmonri the report to your
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II
Kathy Crider, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert CHder,
and Dick West. son of Mr. and Mrs. W. P. West. were named
Moat Likely to Succeed superlatives by the Senior Close of
1970 at Murray High School.

III
ill
III

16 TabIsts
66 Tablets
$US Value
$1.05

II

Vohs*

Ill
iii

Z
571;

xse

III

THE EXTRA-STRENGTH PAIN RELIEVER

Ill

6 Oz.

EXTRA STRENGTH

Vicks
Cough Syrup

Is

II

FORMULA 44'-

$1.29 Value

!I!

III

VA Oz.
$1.19 Value

ININITTNIE
OLIN NOME
6 OZ. NYQUIL

iii

$1.49
Value

!
!
I
Iii

980

iii
Named Best All Round superlatives from the Senior
Class of 1970 at Murray High School wire Rita Harris, dauqh.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Harris, and Mark Blankenship,
eon of Mr. and Mrs. Macon Blankenship.

III
III
su

ANACIN

el.

for Fast,
Longer-Lasting Relief I
of COLDS MISERIES I

IN
TABLETS
$1.49 Value

IDRISTANI

F !;

MANI
Item,
•ad?, N./ 1.10.1
cowss rsow 08J11 10 co...4
cows moo iur 11.4

Ill

24 TABLETS
10 CAPSULES

Iii

Value
V$aoe
ll.49

980

98(

iii

/
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ii

II

III
II

Lydia Grey
FACIAL TISSUE

These are just a few of our many items
for the discomforts of colds and flu!
Say-Rite has a complete department.

2-Ply • 200 Count

II

II

Selected Best Dressed students In the list of superlatives recently elected at Murray High were Nancy Jones,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Conrad Jones, and Cary Brandon,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Keith Brandon.

4 for $1

II

PRELL

II

LIQUID SHAMPOO
11.5 oz. - $1.45 Value

NASAL MIST - 30 ea
$2.19
Value

$166

PRELL

98c

1

DRISTAN

III
III
III
ill
III
Ill
Ill
Iii
111
III
Ill
Ill

IGA 8 OZ. CA

DE T

III

6GIFA1

ill

II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
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II
II
II

CONCENTRATE SHAMPOO
5-oz.
S1.59
Value

LUCKY
BISCUI

F ARM

Ill

114

III

FRESH

Head & Shoulders
2.1 oz. Jar
111

681t

$1.05
Value

4 oz.

EGGS

RIGHT GUARD
FOR ALL OF THE
FAMILY!
4 or.
SI.09 Value

II
II

II

2.7 oz. Tube
$1.15

II
II
Superlatives Having the Most School Spirit In the Senior Class of 1970 at Murray High School were Jinni. Barker,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William dariciar, and Jimmy Brandon, .on of Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Brandon.

3.6 oz. LOTION
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Value
6101e
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FALL AND WINTER VACATIONS
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III
III

FREE
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MINT or

III

REGULAR

I
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At a Modern
Resort Lodge
•
Planned Recreation
Programs & Special
Evening
Entertainment

AT THESE KENTUCKY STATE PARKS: • clieberend rani
at Colon • general Butler at Carrollton • Jenny Wiley at Prestaisbul
• Kentucky Dam Village at GrIberlsolle • Labe Cumberland at lainri
town • Natural Bridge at Slade • Carter Caves at Oliva Hill
BankAmericard and any INTERBANK card honored
The $44 package rate per person includes meals, entertainmen• ind
lodging (double occupancy) of a luxurious room with two double todi
from Sunday evening dallier through Thursday-lunch every wen Imre
Octobrer 12, 1969 through March 26, 1970
beservel.eot Fronelort 13021 273 7370 or ibr row '`'•1
.".• rt.-,
Cm brochure mr,t• Treuer. ,euefee ke 40601. Dellertweent T Call C•99r111,
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IN
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BUY 3 TUBES
CHEST FAMILY
AT 6b" EACH

3X1C $1.98
LIMIT: ONE REFUND PER .FAMILY

EACH TUBE

$2.00 REFUND
FROM CREST
YOU MAKE .02'

I II
III
III
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9-9 Week Days
1-6 Sunday

PH. 753-8304
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Bel-Air Shopping Center
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REGULAR

$1.05 VALUE
III
Ill
II!
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Ill

CREST
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double occupancy • per person

KOZY

701

II

III
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III

CA1
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III
Ill
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III

4

JIM A AMS I G A

4'

III
III
III

II
II

II
11

Northside
Shopping
, Center

Northside
Shopping
Center

Prices in this ad good thru Sat. Feb. 28th
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

II
I.

FIRST IN FINE MEATS

BOSTON BUTT

II
ii

It
II
II

II
II

II
II

"PIGGY
BACK" BONUS

MATCHLESS LB.

PORK
ROAST

ti

BACON
CO
UN
TR
Y
RA
MS
STORE
CHICKEN
49c

69

FREE

WHOLE

II
It
II
II

LB

II
II

(

1 LB. BAG GREAT NORTHERN
BEANS
With The Pure.base Of

SEMI-BONELESS

II

Boyis

20 Oz. Bottle IGA Catsup
a 46c Value For Only 31c

LB.

59c

II

11
It
II

rzsm•ff•-ox.

. FRESH LEAN

IGA 8 OZ. CAN

LB

DETERGENT

MARTHA WHITE

FAD

FLOUR

69c
GIANT SIZE

10 LB.
BAG

99c

FARM
FRESH

SMALL

EGGS
CAT FOOD

POTATO CHIPS TWIN431
KRAFT
ViNEETA CHEESE
DOG FOOD SOFT DRINK

42c PORK
ra,
6/490 STEAKS 3Y(

LUCKY WHIP
BISCUITS
'4

IGA

DOZ.

49c

_
HAP. KIK
CARNATION

2LB.BOX

TALL CAN

4/69

IGA

TRAIL BLAZER

10 LB. BAG

99c

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

SALAD DRESSING

NO STAMPS
NO GAMES
NO SP FORCED PURCHASES

MIRACLE
WHIP

JUST LOW PRICES !

ORANGE DRINK

KEEBLER COOKIES

GERBER

KOZY KITTEN TROPICAL40 BABY FOOD
10/$100
GAL,

39c

c

JAR7

KEEBIES

9c
49c

12 OZ. CAN

QT

REG.$149 PANTY HOSE

14 OZ. PKG.

2/89c

ONLY

$129

IGA
303 CAN

IGA

FRUIT
COF
FEE
4/
COCKTAIL
89
APPLES 1
19cr LETTUCE
1 LB. CAN

FRESH, ICEBERG

FRESH

4 LB. BAG

12 OZ CAN

thakifEN

69c JUICE 3/39c
POTATOES
2/29c

L ARGE HE AD

SWEET

LB.

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At.JIM ADAMS IGA It's the tott.on tht_tapt_that counts!
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ed to be able to provide my share
gray, Men trained for and The tops of assistance to the group.
one
field
can
be,
and
in
expert
HOLLY:09, (UPI) NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK
The Kentucky Livestock Improhave been, disastrously inept in
Hoffman altd..7.Candice
Dustin
vement Association re-elected
the other.
Bergen were named the Colplrude
Dr. Charles Eastin, Lexington,
Another idea is that
"Stars of the F
as president. Jack Ragsdale,
directors of the FBI (or of Its and female
Louisville, and Bobby Ray Thomlure" by a tradepaper poll of
two successor agencies, if its theater owners, newspaper and
as,
Campbellsville, were elected
are
should
divided)
be
functions
magazine filni critics.
vice presidents, with W. S. Dale,
By LOUIS CASSELS
limited by law to a single seven
Nicbolasville, named as treasUPI Senior Editor
year term. This is long enough
* ••'
urer. This is an active organizato make a director reasonate Dina guests
tion and its programs have done
independent of purely political
WASHINGTON (UPI)- What
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)- Dina
much for the advancement of our
By Dr. Amos I. Teller
pressures,
enough
but
short
will happen to the FBI after J.
Merrill will play a guest role in
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in cities, and the improved eco- effectively enforced. The preservanomics of large production facili- tion of natural resources has not
ties, the cumulative total discharge been considered in the, abatement
in a given area has increased as- process. As a result, the pollutant
tronomically and nature can no may have been rernoved from the
longer absorb the waste.
atmosphere but it has been conIt is the waste of society that verted to either water pollution or
is destroying the environment. Pol- solid wastes. In any case, its value
lution is waste—the unused mate- has not been returned to the peorials of a society. It is the ple .to whom it belongs.
evaporated gasoline, it is the inTypical- of these abatement procompletely combusted fuel, it is cedures is one process that removes
the sulfur that is not easily recov- sulfur oxide from power plant
ered, it is the phenol that is in low stacks and converts it to a new
concentrations, it is the fluorine waste—four pounds of waste for
that cannot be economically used every pound of sulfur removed. A
at the site where it was formed. It typical power plant will build a
consists of the marginal materials mound of 150,000 tons of solid
of our culture.
waste every year. Another example of
abatement philosophy
Misr Dimming
For example, the world is ex- is the attempt to establish afterperiencing a sulfur shortage and burners for automobiles which
sulfur is one of the most impor- waste enough fuel to provide all
tant resources of the economy. Its the power and heating needs of
importance in the petroleum and two cities the size of Philadelphia.
fertilizer industries makes its con- What we do in the afterburner is
sumption a health indicator of to make the effluent less toxic but
both industry and farming. The we permanently establish the loss
nation consumes approximately 16 of the resource to future generamillion tons a year of this mate- tions.
Loop the System
rial, and the price rose from $20
to $35-40 per ton during the reIt seems more realistic to recent shortage. Yet at the same cover the sulfur in a usable form
time 12 million tons of sulfur are so that we save 12 million tons
wasted to the atmosphere and per year of this material for future
streams, causing great ,damage. generations, and to use the gasoline
Why'? Because the sulfur we dis- for productive consumption so
charge is marginal. Why? Because that every year we preserve. 12
we say DO.
billion gallons of gasoline for the
The lumber and paw Mierthyme.

the maximum degree the resources
of the earth.
Proposals
I propose • that the U.S.: (1)
conduct research tor the recovery
and re-use of wasted resources;
(2) establish preserves where
the natural ecological functions
can flourish;
(3) develop systems such as
mass transportation that will minimize the potentials for pollution
and waste of resources: and
(4) develop urban environments
that will not denature our land or
dehumanize its dwellers.
Unless and until the concept of
.;ocial economics is accepted by
tociety, the reduction of our urban
blight will be obscured by legal
delays and apathy of the public.
We can force industry to comply
with air quality requirements. But
we cannot place an injunction on
200,000,000 people and force
them to stop living.
We have the technology and engineering know-how for developing new technologies to solve our
problems. But, at the moment, we
have only a moral and fear incentive to improve our air resources, and the achievement has
been minimal.
We must view the total system
and bind morality to technology
via economics to effectively solve
our problem.

New Camaro.
Feb.26th•
We've never announced a car atthis time before.
But then nobody's ever announced a car like this before.
rd"
Super Hugger
If it were justan ordinary sportster.
we might have introduced_it at the ordinary time.
But we didn't.
And as yod can see, time -was on our
side.
Because we didn't bother with the
simulated air scoops. Or any other putons that might put you off.
_Instead we to(p1; the time to build a
whole new car from the ground up. In
fourttistinctive \:ersions: Standard. IZally
Sport, Super Sport and 7,28.
We started with a
sleek new shape .
and a low
road-hugging
stance. So'ir
hovers a few,
shrt inches
from the paverm..n t
Right down there
with Corvette.
To that we acl'IivI more hood. A faster
fastback: More window area. And wider
'doors'for easier ,,ntry.
On RS model,.. there's even a resilient
bumper that surrounds the grille. To
protect against nii-L and knocks.

Hospital Report
Another e.otnnumity Service!

EE TRAVEL & ADVENTURE SERI)...
r

"BEAUTIFUL HAWAI
BY Edward Brigham. Jr.

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM
1HURSDAY. FEBRUARY 26- 7:30 Plit.
aki Frew Tklis! awl Aftlingn
FREE TICKET FOR YOUR WHOLE FAMILY!
TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE SERIES
Courtesy of Your Local
FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN BRANCH
304 E. Main Street
Co-Sponsor. GAMMA THETA UPSILON
Honor Society in Geography
• Don't Miss This Travelogue!
"BEAUTIFUL mswoar
Thursday. February 26. 1070 - 7:30 p.m.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM
• FREE DOOR PRIZES
Get Aridltiersal Tickets From C.-Sgensers:
GAMMA TH"ETA UPSILON
Honor Society in Geography Murray State University

ADULTS 103
NURSERY 8
FEBRUARY Z2, 19'70
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Nellie Bryan and Baby
Bey, 804 Minerva Place, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Emmalee McCuiston,306
Se. 12.th St., Murray; Mrs. Sue
Britt, Rte, 7, Murray; Mrs. Annie Farris and Baby Girl, 1300
So. 9th St., Mayfield; Earl Yeomans, 811 No. 16th St., Murray;
Master Steve Phillips, Rte. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Agnes Fair, 1108
Elm St, Murray; Louis }law%
Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs. Ola Kemp,
211 No, 5th St., Wirier, Mrs.
Margery Ahart, 810 Sha-Wa Circle, Murray; Oury Hurt, Rte. Z,
Murray; Mrs. Effie Outland,Rte.
6, Murray; MIS. Annie Brooks
(From Coro/. Div.), 409 No. 6th
St., Murray; Mrs. Sadie Came
(Expired), Rte. 3, Murray.

BOWLI

STANDIA
With a forward-mounted steering linkage and an improved front and
rear suspension that give the new Camaro
a leech-like grip'on the road.
It's something other cars will have a
tough time coming to grips with.
What motivates all this?
Six power plants up to the 350-hp
Turbo-Jet 396_,you can order. And four
transmissions.Pick the combination - that best suits
your driving.
Then go pick on an open road.
Stendird est braless.lbu skip'
esWelles you se.
I.t's only natural.
With all that go, you
want an equal amount of
stop. You've got it.
Front disc brakes are
standard. For less heat
buildup. And more
resistance to fade.
New Camaro. The Super Hugger.
Other cars always feared it might
come to this. And they were right.
Only their timing was wronft'•
Putting you first, keeps us
it Vt;,[I T

!+t

Coal can be converted into
gasoline at an average refinery
price of $6.50 a barrel, says the
Interior Department.

Murray Branch
Iteptansviiis Federal Savings and Loan Association
v.(See Bruce Thomas or Helen Foley) 304 E Maio'

Compare the new Camaro with
any competitive car in its field.
If vou can find one.
wire extra buckets.
No extra budu.
.
Most sportsters give you two buckets
in front. And a sofa in back. We've done
them two better.
The back seat sofa is out. In are two
rear buaet-styled cushions.
Up front the buckets are deeply contoured to put you, firmly in place. And
kePy) you there. Even in tight turns.
The instrument panel is just as
functional. It's flat black and wraps
around. With enough dials and instrumentatiqn to make you think
you're piloting a 747.
Only with this one you don't
need a flight crew.
Thespecial it:inciting
k bulkright in.
Camaro always
had a tough 'reputation when it came
to taking on tight
turns. Now we
made it tougher,

Seeds of plants such as wild
rose, grasses and - weeds are
mainstays in the diet of prairie
thickens and sharp-tailed grouse,

I.

_
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DILLAR OR DO

dflOWLING LEA
Week for Feb. 21
Standings:

Champs
Pin-Pals
Quads
til-Lo's
Miracles
Flub-Ups
Bowlettea
Shakers
High Team Gam
Pin-Pals
Miracles
Champs
High Teem fork
Pin-Pals
Miracles
Champs
High Ind, Gans
Hilda Bennett
Sallie Guy
Margaret Morton __ -.
High Ind. Genii
Hilda Bennett
Sallie Guy
Helen Hargrove
High Ind. SeHe
Margaret Morton
Sallie Guy
Ona Birdsong
High Ind. Serie
Sallie Guy
!JIMejkimett
One Birdsong
Splits Cones,.,
Helen Hargrove
Maryanne Layne
Gayle Egnor
One Birdsong
Martha Alla
Margaret Morton 44
Top Ton Avor
Margaret Morton --.
Mary Smith
Mary Harris
Sallie Guy
One Birdsong
Martha Alla -Verona &ogle
Polly Owen
Hilda Bennett
Glenda Hill
Valid/ Stuart _,
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Paris And
Tel Aviv
Are Cool
PARIS(UPI)— Within a few
France's rolatinns with
have gone full circle
from an unwritten alliance to
8111 1I-disguised hostility of the
Frohcb government to all basic
*midi foreign policy aims.
lk June 1964, then French
President Charles de Gaulle
host to the late Israeli
Levi Eshkol, referring
y to Israel as "our
friend and ally."
But those days of joyful tackslapping between French and
Israeli leaders are a thing of
the Past. Relations between
Paris and Tel Aviv have
gradually cooled off as the
French have steadily improved
their relatinns with the Arab
bloc.
De Gaulle began rethinking
his Middle Eastern policies
around 1965, when he was fully
engaged in a no-holds-barred
struggle against American and
British influence in various key
world areas. De Gaulle's critics
claim
the
French leader
decided to loosen relations witja
Israel chiefly to ease American
and British oil companies from
the Middle East by espousing
Arab policies.
The breaking point in Franco.
Israeli relations came June 3,
196'7 when De Gaulle decreed an
embargo on all strategic arms
shipments to Israel and its
Immediate neighbors. The enw
bargo at first allowed Frendi
armament producers to still
send Israel light weapons and
spare parts, but De Gaulle
clamped
down a complete
embargo after
the Israeli
helicopter raid on the Beirut
International Airfield a year
ago.
Relations between De c,atine
and Israel became further
strained when, in a news
conference after the 1967 six
day war, he described the
Israelis as a "sell-assured
domineering race." From all
sides— Israel and the Jewish
community in France—accusations of racism were hurled at
the general although he denied
any intent of racial prejudice.
Pompidou's election as president June 15 stirred hopes that
Franco-Lsraeli relations would
Improve. Then the abduction by
Israeli agents of five Frenchgunboats held
built
under
embargo at Cherbourg last
Dec. 24 further strained matters. The French answer to the
gunboat affair came within a
few days when Paris announced
it would supply Libya, one of
Israel's most vocal enemies,
with 50 Mirage jet fighter
tic)m ber s.
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SEE HOW MUCH YOU SAVE SHOPPING PARKERS
SUPER VALUE

20-ozLoaf

VEGETABLE SHORTENING

ft

JONATHAN - COOKING AND EATING
4-1b. bag

39°

Look What Your DIME WILL BUY
Beans YELL OW EYE
is o- can
Buz! Pinto Beans

3-LB.
CAN

FROSTY ACRES

Showboat Spaghetti
Tomato & Cheese Sauce
'
ge
—gur- 15-0z. Can
Bush Great Northern
Bush White Hoznr;
14i-Oz. Can

FROSTY ACRES

MORTON - Peach, Apple & Cherry
NEW TEXAS

TURNIPS

2Los 19°

CARROTS

1-lb. bag 10°

LIQUID

cans

CHERRIES
NABISCO

2 49°
SUGAR
WAFERS

1 Lb. Box

91-0z Pkg

43°

49°

2 69°
F.D R

vEI
M GXAELD
VEGETABLES
16 OZ.

Vatonrs 39°

FROSTY ACRES

FISH STICKS _ go. 0. 3 FOR $1

3 Lbs.

490

39°

FLAVOR-KIST

RITZ
CRACKERS

SOLID
MARCIARINE

4 Roll Pkg.
Asst Colors

One Quart
BUSH RED PITTED PIE

YELLOW

GHARMIN
TISSUE

SWAN
DISHWASHING

FRESH CRISP

BOWLING
STANDINGS
DILLAR OR DOLLAR
iehOWLING LEAGUE
Week for Feb. 20, 1970
Standings:
W. L
Champs
56 36
Pin-Pals
53 38
47 41
Quads
46 42
Miracles
46 43
Flub-Ups
39 49
Bowlettes
35 53
Shakers
33 615
High Team S. SC
Pin-Pals
585
564
Miracles
Champs
548
High Team Series SC
Pin-Pala
1849
Miracles
1638
Champs
1584
High Ind. Game SC
Hilda Bennett
302
Sallie Guy
191
Margaret Morton
181
High hid. Game HC
Hilda Bennett
246
Sadie Guy
238 1
Helen Hargrove
232
High Ind. Series Sc
Margaret Morton
489
Sallie Guy
463
One Birdsong
478
High Ind. Series HC
Sallie Oily
616
_BMA_Bennett
808
One Birdsong
604
Slits Converted
Helen Hargrove
4-5
Maryanne Layne
3-10
Gayle Egnor
3-10
One Birdsong
5-7
Martha Ails
4-5
Margaret Morton 4-51 k 3-10
To Ten Averages
Margaret Morton
154
Mary Smith
149
Mary Harris
•
147
Sallie Guy
142
Ona Birdsong
140
Martha Ails
140
Verona Grogan
138
Polly Owen
138
Hilda Bennett
Glenda Hill
135
Valada Stuart •
133
Keholz -Hargrove
--131
:

&

FROSTY ACRES

BLACKEYE PEAS2Z..49°

KELLOGG'S

CLOVERLEAF

CORN
FLAKES
80z Pkg.
39°

DRY
MILK
Qt size
39°

PRIDE OF ILL.

APPLE
BUTFER

CREAM
CORN
17 OZ.
2 cansr 35°

29-0z. Jar

33°

LEAN MEATY BOSTON BUTT - Almost Boneless

R OAST 1b1
19
Tender Tasty

Armour
All-Meat
12-Oz. Pkg.

JOWL
Sliced,
Smoked
2-Lb. Pkg.

ore

Fresh-Cut Up

CHICKEN PARTS

C

Breast -------------------- lb.
Legs ____________
lb.
Thighs
lb.
Wings
___
lb.
Necks and Backs _ _________ lb.

KE1

59*
49'
49'
25'
15'

SLICED'
.9°
I -Lb. Pkg.

7 a.m. to 9 p.m.

6 Days a Week
•.1
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What Role Does The U.S. Play In The World Struggle For Racial Balance?
nem. The war is regarded by
millions abroad not as an
attempt by America to help an
Asian country (South Vietnam)
preserve its independence, but

rather as a sinister intrustion ordeal with hope that this of the Declaration of Indepeoof white colonialist power into a country somehow can find a deice and the Constitution may
civil war between dark-skinned solution to a problem that yet become the nation that puts
peoples.
exists, in greater or less these principles into practice
Protest Is Beginning
degree, in very many parts of for all men, regardless of race.
windiall of Incalculable value
Preoccupied with their own the world_
for the United States because
domestic struggle for freedom
Next Week: Japan and its
Pattern Can Develop
the Communists always have
and equality, black Americans
If the United States moved great power role in Asia.
tried to convince colored people
In the past have not had much
toward racial separatism- as
that their ideology alone is
Indignation to spare for foreign
some black and white segregatruly free of racism,
policy issues. But rumbles of
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Pres- protest are now beginning to tionists advocate- the same
The growing hostility between
Russia and Red China also ident Nixon took office In early emanate from the U.S. black pattern is likely to develop in
serves as a constant reminder 1969 with the avowed hope of community about the economic many countries which could not
to Asian and African netines winning the trust of American support that this country gives be influenced by the example of
that Russia is on the "enemy" Negroes, most of whom had (through $700 million in trade a South Africa.
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
Another possible solution is
side of the great racial divide voted against him.
year) to the apartheid regime amalgamation, as is found in National Advisory Commission
between "white" and "colored" So Ur, black leaders say, he in South Africa.
the melting pot state, Hawaii. oo Civil Disorders, commonly
has not accomplished that
peoples.
Demands also are being But it takes generations of called the Kerner Commission,
objective.
heard that the United States racial intermarriage to produce warned in its 1968 report that
One area in which racial "The great majority of black
have almost totally people feel that things are support international economic such an homogenized society.
"our nation is moving toward
feelings
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
frustrated well-intentioned U.S. going just as we expected., sanctions against Rhodesia, and Finally, there is the possibili- two societies, one black, one
America's
22
vast majority of
that it curtail military aid to ty of creating a color-blind white- separate and unequal.
foreign policy is population ,the Nixon administratioo is
Portugal (a NATO ally) on the
million black citizens seek control. Underdeveloped
society- one in which a per- "This deepending racial divinations doing us in," says Clarence ground
reform, not revolutioe.
that this U.S. aid soos's race is regarded, both by sion is not inevitable," said the
can never succeed in raising Mitchell, Washington director
Indirectly
That is the key finding of a
subsidizes
Portuthe law and by his fellow biracial commission of promtheir living standards until they of the National Association for
study made by social scientists
bring their runaway birth rates Advancement of Colored People guese resistance to native citi7ans, as a matter of no inent citizens. "The movement
Michigan
of
at the University
independence
movements in consequence.
apart can be reversed. .
under control. But any offer of (NAACP).
Angola and Mozambique.
during the racially turbulent U.S. help in limiting
"It is not surprising that
According to public opinion
population
particucommunity
The
black
year of 1968. They conducted
An improvement in race polls
this is the objective of an some black power advocates
growth in an African or Asian larly resents Nixon's failure to
relarinns in America not only
interviews with a cross-section
overwhelming majority of black are denouncing integration and
nation is instantly interpreted name a Negro to the Cabinet,
sample of 5,000 persons in 15
would enhance this country's Americans, and one toward claiming that, given the hypoas a devious white plot to keep his nomination of Judge G.
U.S. cities.
ability to conduct its foreign which ever-growing numbers of crisy and racism that pervade
the colored races in check.
Harrold Carswell, a white
They found "extreme separaRace also is a seldom. Southerner with a segregation reletiens successfully. It also white Americans are being led white society, life in a black
tist attitudes" confined to a
well as society is in fact morally
mentioned but very important history, to the Supreme Court, would be a boon to humanity at by prudence as
small minority, about 6 per
superior. This argument is
eeeleeience.
factor in the attitude of a large and the administration's at. large,
cent.
nations
which
Many
are
the world (including tempt to postpone court-ordered
Thus it is not too far-fetched , understandable but there is a
For
every black person part of
white European nations) toward desegregation of Southern publicly critical of America are to hope that the nation which great deal of evidence that it is
voicing approval of violent
privately watching its racial gave the world the high ideals unrealistic."
America's involvement in Viet- school districts.
methods, there were five who
supported the coo-violent approach of the late Dr. Martin
Dr, Ashley Montagu, to be the "On Being Human," "The Hum- Luther King, Jr.
second of four speakers in the anization of Man," and "The Although 96 per cent said
"Insight 1970" lecture sympos- Direction of Human Developme- Negroes should take more pride,
ium at Murray State University nt."
in their own heritage and studyi
March 2-4, has written more than
"The times call for the social about it in school, only one out
30 books on various aspects of scientist who controls at a good of 'seven felt , strongly enough
anthropology.
level the many different sciences about "black power" to think
Besides his work as a writer, that deal with human nature. In that a predominantly Negro
he has been associated with sev- this area Ashley Montagu is school necessarily should have
eral leading colleges and tmiver- likely our, and the world's best a Negro principal.
sides as a professor and lectur- man. He is able to judge data
er. His background also includes well in fields as different as
television, fflm production, and genetics, paleontology, biology,
301.
work in the field of race relat- sociology and ethnology."
ions.
Montagu earned the Ph. D.
-Put that flu on the run" with Vicks products
PROTEIN 29' HAIR GEL
The English - torn Montagu, degree in anthropology at ColuRegular Price 894
who came to the United States mbia University after getting his
6 oz.
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The Graduate School at Murray
ond evening of the program,
Regular Price $1.49
His experience as an educator State University for the spring
which has "Dimensices of a New includes six years as chairman semester has reached another
Decade" as its theme.
of the department of anthropology all-time high enrollment.
14 oz.
Spoesored by the student gov- at Rutgers University. He has
According to Dr. Ralph A,
CEPACOL MOUTHWASH
ernment at Murray State, the also served as a professor of Tesseneer, dean of the school,
Regular Price $1.19
second annual insight series will anatomy at New York University, 773 students have been enrolled
Prices Effective February 25,
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Include three other speakers - as Distinguished Visiting Pro- for graduate study during the
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through
March 10, 1970
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Kaplow, theology professor Dr. ware, Bode Lecturer at Ohio
These include 265 full-time
Regular Price 594
Joseph Fletcher and astronaut State University, Visiting Lectur- and 508 part-time students, he
Scott Carpenter.
er on Sociology at Harvard, and said, and represent an increase
Among books authored by Moo- Regents Professor at the Univer- of 18 students over the previous
"Get the Royal Treatment"
tagu are "Man In Process," sity of California.
high mark, 775, set during the
"The Natural Superiority of Woe Montagu was curator ofphysic--fall semester.
SHAMPOO
SHAMPOO
ROY Al.
men," "Man's Most Dangerous al anthropology at the Wellcome
EMERALD GREEN
A full-time student in the schoMyth," "The Fallacy of Race," Historical Medical Museum in ol is one who is taking nine or
London and also did extensive more semester hours of work.
DANDRU
CASTILE
Family - Regular or Mint
FS
research in natural history at A part-time student is one taking
CONTROL
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the British museum, In 1948 he any less than that number.
SHAMPOO
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land, and uncovered many Stone sseneer noted, is in the number
Age artifacts.
of full-time students, which was
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EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the
fourth of eight weekly disUnited Press
by
patches
WASHINGTON (UPI)- That
racial tensions are disturbing International reporters dealing
America's domestic tranquility with "Great Dodgems of Mo."
Is obvious to everyone.
Not so well known is the
is a "white
Tha
impact U.S. race problems nation." Its poptiatioo is Dearly
have on foreign relations.
90 per cent white and the
Diplomats, say it is considera- black, red, Crown and yellow
ble, Indeed, they say, race has minorities who make op the
become one of the most remainder have never been full
important, if least acknow- participants in the equality and
ledged, factors in the complex freedom promised by the U.S.
of emotions which determine Constitution.
bow other people feel toward
The grievances of America's
America and how they respond entertains that expectation is
to its foreign policy initiatives. everlooidng
fact never
a
The United States his histo- forgotten by the dark-skinned
ry's outstanding example of a colored minorities, and of black
colony which waged a success- people
in particular, are
ful war of independence and familiar to every Asian and
went on to become a great African who reads a newspaper
power. The emerging nations of or listens to a radio. In fact,
Asia and Africa, which yearn to Asians and Africans tend to
emulate the America exper- think America's race relations
be are in a tar worse state than
might logically
ience,
expected to look to this country they actually are.
for idological leadership.
The hard truth, as Columbia
But
any American
who University Professor Franklin
peoples wno constitute two- H Williams suggested recently,
thirds of the world's population. Is that "America is one of the
By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI,femior Editor

most hated radices in the
world."
The impact on U.S. foreign
policy would be even greater
except for the fact that Soviet
Russia also is regarded in Asia
and Africa as a white nation
with a racist bias.
Mistreatment Is Windfall
The mistreatment of some

African students at Russian
universities- widely putei
among colored peoples the
world over- was a diplomatic
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Insight Lecturer, H. Kaplow
Has Been on Big News Stories
NBC news correspondent
Herb Kaplow, a guest lecturer
for "Insight 1970", the second
seisel symposium at Murray
State University, has been on
the scale for many of t h e
world', biggest news stories.
He has covered every space
- shot and invariant apace story,
three national political campaigns, every =kir civil rights

111•••• .1.1110.

story, atom bomb tests, the
Cuban revolution, numerous
Congressional
hearings and
other top national and internstkinal news from his home base
Mt Washington, D.C.
One of four prominent figures
to speak during the three-day
lecture- series March 2-4, Kaplow will appear at 8 p.m. in
the university auditorium on
the opening date of the program.
Others to be featured in the
series, which is focused on a
theme of "Dimensions of a New
Decade," are author and anthropologist Dr. Ashley Montagu,
theology professor Dr. Joseph
Fletcher, and astronaut Scott
Carpenter.
Sponsored by the student
government at Murray State,
the symposium is designed to
provoke thought and underBy VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent standing. About 6,000 people
turned out last spring during
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — One the first -Insight" three-day
reason Bob Hope is top dog lecture series to hear five
a.
among comedians is a not-so- speakers.
Kaplow, who became a Washfunny man with pomaded hair,
horn-rimmed spectacles and ington-based correspondent for
NBC in 1954, joined the net
quick intelligence.
in 1951 as a newswriter.
Most Lachman Is his name.
He is Hope's chief writer and A year later he was named
producer. Without him Bob Washington news editor for the
would be considerably less NBC Radio Network's "News of
the World."
amusing.
He was pool correspondent
Lachman may be the top
comedy writer among an elite aboard the USS Kearsarge when
and largely anonymous group astronaut Walter Schirra reof 200 or 300 men who earn as turned from his global orbit and
much as $200,000 a year still keeps in personal touch
with each of the seven original
providing life - giving monoastronauts.
logues, one-liners, sketches and
"It gets to be a pretty -closejokes to comics.
knit group down at Cape KenA comedian is only as funny
nedy," comments Kaplow.
as his writers, and Lachman is
Like most reporters, Kaplow
only funny at the typewriter sees his role
as one of reportwhen money is on the line.
ing facts impartially.
Four Teams Supply Material
"You have to make sure you
Lachman has been with Hope don't involve yourself —
if you
since 1947. Currently Hope has do, you lose your ability to
deal
four teams of writers (two to a with both sides," he says.
team) providing the plasma of
More than 70 students have
material.
been involved for almost a year
"Comedy writers work in in planning and executing every
teams to avoid getting in a detail of the symposium, which
rut," Lachman explained, pre- had its name inspired by a
paring for the March 18 Hope quote from Oliver Wendell
show.
Holmes:
"It's a closer relationship
"A moment's insight is somethan a marriage. You must find times worth a life's experience."
a partner who can tell you your
Tickets for students aid nonmaterial is lousy
without students are now on sale. Prices
hurting your feelings. Since 1954 are $2 for students and 93 for
my partner has been Bill non-students. No individtal sesLarkin.
skin tickets will be sold.
"Our
Tickets may be purchased in
show is a loose
arrangement of interchangable the lobby of the Waterfield Stuteams. Generally we submit dent Union Building on the
monologue ideas and Bob picks campus or ordered by sending
maybe seven topics. Each team a check or money order and a
has its own offices around the self-addressed, stamped envecity. Some sketches are written lope to:
Insight 1970, P. 0. Box 1001,
by teams, sometimes in groups.
"We rarely all get together at Murray State University, Murthe same time. Maybe once in ray, Ky., 42071.
a while on the day of a show.
The material filters through me
to Bob. He selects the final DEPLORES POLICY
material."
WASHINGTON
Gets Fired and Rehired
A naLachman has been fired by tional policy of "integration at
Hope seven times for incompe- the expense of education" has
tence and twice for arguing. left education "in serious
He's alwa;ys rehired when Bob condition and deteriorating,"
according to Sen. John Stennis,
cools off.
Sometimes the telephone will D-Miss. Stennis, author of' a
ring at 3 a.m. It's Hope with an Senate-passed amendment to
Idea for a joke or a sketch. enforce school desegregation
equally throughout the country,
Lachman gets to work on it.
When Hope is making a denied Sunday his amendment
personal appearance out of would signal a halt to school
town he is liable to call desegregation in the South.
His remarks were made in a
l,achman long distance, for
some hurry-up gags. Lachman television interview(CBS— Face
writes them and dictates them the Nation),
to Bob who may be in a Heated protest
telephone booth.
"If Bob praises material you. -_-1.1AVENTR
Y: England (UM
bring to him, • forget it," - David
Hill 21„, a policeman.
I achnian said. "He'll never use
Made . a burning issue of his
it. But if he begins to pencil in transfer
from Corti to liaventr
some 'or r ections or adds new which,
he said, "upset me and all
twists, you -know he's pleas&
my fsiends and in particular my
and will use It.
girl MOM. who lives in Corby."
-One
hunt:, though, no
admitied that %title on
matter how funny the material
r night, patrol he .tst three fires in
Is, he ne‘er
• -44444444.44p4.4.3i4.44444g4.
7.;4444..
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I URGES SENATE REFUSAL

Supreme Court and urges the
Senate refuse to confirm him.
WASHINGTON (CPO-- For"This is nothing personal,"
mer Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey said Sunday, "I Just
Humphrey
says Judge G. think that the court requires
Harrold Carswell should never not only those who have an
have been nominated to the absence of conflict of financial

4

WEDNESDAY - FEBRUARY 25. 1970

matters, but also those who
have an absence of conflict of
Interest on ideological, philosophical, or should I say racial
matters."
He
was interviewed on
Metromedia Radio News.

Child maltreatment
THE HAGUE (UPI) - Each
month 10 children die in
Holland as a result of
maltreatment by a parent,

Nancy

according to Secretaly of
National Health Dr. R.J.H.
Kruisinga. He said experts
estimate there are 1,200 cases of
child maltreatment in Holland
annually.

by Ernie Busbmiller
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by R. Van Buren

HoLD EVERYTHING!PROP mANI,
BUILD UP ROCK HUTZPAH'S
SHOU LDER'S. HE'S SUPPOSED
TO BE A STALWART FISHING
TYPE.
ta

mill April 1, but -the bureau
already has started hiring
clerical workers and "crew
leaders" needed to get the
operation in gear.
Those employes, like the
160,000 enumerators who will be
hired next month, must pass a
30-minute examination involving
a variety of relatively simple
Newspapers and wire serviverbal and quantitative exercices are often asked, "Why do
ses. The applicants achieving
you carry so much Catholic
By RICHARD LERNER
the highest scores will be news?"
offered jobs first.
The question usually comes
WASHINGTON (UPI)
- In small towns the Census from
an irate Psotestant, a
you think It a 14ther to
out Bureau district
is circumstance
a census questionnaire or to
which
tempts
able
find all the people it editors to shrug
give a stranger a lot of needs.to
it off as a
Sometimes, officials say, manifestation
of sectarian bias.
Personal facts about Yourself, they have had to accept almost
But that's too easy an out. It
consider what the government anyone who could pass
the
must do to carry • out the qualifying examination. Certain- is a serious question and
nattmal headcount, set for ly, the pay does not create any deserves a serious answer.
Except in areas where there
April.
great clamor for the jobs.
very little Catholic popula-,
Remelt 160,000 census takers Enumerators are paid
be. lion, most
American newspawithin one month.
tween $2 and $2.50 an hour, on
Hire and train 12,000 "crew the average, with salary keyed pers probably do devote more,
leaders" who will be responsi- to the number of questionnaire space to stories and pictures;
s
ble for giving enumerators the
ed. That pay rate does not about Catholic church affairsl
Information
and preparation attract too many men, particu- than they do to any Protestant
needed to perform their tasks. larly in big cities. As a result, denomination.
Largest Religious Body
Take on 13,000 special clerical most of the enumerators
tend
This practice could be defendpersonnel to handle voluminous to be women who are looking
paperwork
in
the census for part-time and temporary ed on purely numerical
grounds: The Roman Catholic
bureau's regional offices.
employment.
Church is by far the largest
Classroom Instruction
The government also is
Administer a test to each job making a greater effort this religious body. in the United
States today.
applicant to make sure that year to Interest r etir
ed per sons
It has four times as many
every person employed is able in applying for the
jobs.
members as the largest Proteto follow directions adequately the census takers
are taken to
and to do simple arithmetic.
a nearby public building- stant denomination, as many
Provide an average of two frequently an elementary school members as the Southern
Baptists, American Baptists,
days of classroom Instruction or firehousewhere they are
United Methodists, Episcopafor each enumerator hired.
given two or three days of
lians, United Presbyterians,
Once the groundwork is laid, cloesroom
training. The instrucSouthern Presbyterians, Amerithe government must move tion sessions
are conducted by can
quickly to organize this massive a crew
Lutherans, Missouri Luthleader with the help of a
erans, Disciples, Mormons,
(mostly part-time) work force
manual prepared by the Census
United 'Church
Into a cohesive unit that is Bureau.
of Christ,
Quakers, Unitarians, Christian
capable of gathering in about
Before the training period
Scientists, Mennonites and Sevthree weeks all the data needed ends,
the enumerators take
enth Day Adventists, combined.
in every 10-year census.
turns interviewing each other.
In the
The job would be even This
world at large,
is designed to give them
Catholics outnumber
greater if the Census Bureau confidence
Proteand a solid feel for
stants of all varieties by a
had to said an enumerator to the material
with which they margin of
more than two to
every American residence as it are working.
one.
did before 1950. Because of the
In all cases-the-emunoerators
So if you make comparisons
big increase in population, the are forbidden by law to
reveal on the basis
bureau has relied increasingly any
of so many inches
of the information they of
news space per 100,000
on the mails since then.
gather. Each citizen is required
members,
you'll
have to
Mall Questionnair es
by law
to answer every measure
the total Catholic
About 60 per
cent of question asked. Persons
refuscoverage against virtually the
American households- all in ing
to respond are subject to a
total Protestant coverage- not
urban and suburban areas- will maximum
$100 fine or 60 days the
space given to one
be sent a questionnaire this in jail,
although no one has particular
Protestant denominayear. They are required to fill ever been imprisoned
for a tion.
In the answers and mail it violation.
This, however, is a somewhat
back.
misleading approach. For newsThe remaining 40 per rent,
papers and wire services, if
mostly in rural or lightly
they're doing their pi) properly,
populated areas, will receive Asthma control
do
not
parcel out space
the form in the mail with
EVANSTON, Ill (UPI)
according to slide rule calculaInstructions to complete it but
Most
children
asthma
with
can
tions of how many people are
to hold on to it until a census
participate in physical members of the
representative comes around.
denomination
Under this system enumera- activitiesat school, and can also concerned.
Important Test Is Value tors-working in rural areas- take part in athletics with
The important test is the
will hit an average of 1,200 minimum difficulty provided
their
asthma
is
satisfactorily
news value of the story or
homes. Their main job will be
picture.
to see that the forms have been controlled.
According to the American
Editors have a terrible time
answered completely and corAcademy of Pediatrics, the trying to explain to laymen how
rectly.
In metropolitan areas, en- majority of asthmatic children in they determine relative news
umerators' job will be to visit school can participate in such value. Basically, it's a subjecresidences
where occupants physical education programs tive decision made by an editor
proper medical on the basis of his letuitive
have either mailed bark forms With
judgment of the number of
with incorrect or incomplete management
readers likely to be interested
information or have failed to
in a story or picture, and the
return them at all.
probable intensity of their
The Census Bureau admits Snowmobile warning
interest.
that it missed about 5 million
NEW YORK
Actions of catholic authoriPlt
A study
persons in the 1960 count and
knows it will miss some people by the National Safety Council ties, especially the Pope or ,
again this year. But it is reported 101 accidents involving those close to him in the I
shooting for a 75 per cent rate snowmobiles in snowy. Vermont Vatican, rate high in news
value not' only because there,
of return on mail question- last year
The greatest danger with the are a lot of Catholics, but also,
naires and expects to round up
most of the voters through the machirif-, iu( ording ti the because the impact of 'official
in
with decisions on the lives of
personal contacts, as well as stucl .la
ehtcles and Individual' members is much
9,,ther motor
telephone calls.
drownings that of( urred whe,' greater in a hierarchical church
The actual job of taking the the snow motille hrh through Carl in a Protestant denomination which emphasizes freedom
census will not cet under way nearly froiee
s
_ .
-

Cithohnsm
Is Largest
Body In U.S.

Census Set
To Begin
In April

office usually

r

fi

EASTER SEAL POSTER GIRL Lori Jean Bowen, 3, born pith' a spinal defect, is greeted at the
White House by President Nixon. Lori Jean is the adopted daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eligene Bowen of Columbus, Ohio.
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Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
AMOS

I WAS ONCE
AS POPULAR
AS AMOS AND
AND'/ ARE

WHO9

I GAVE A LOTOE
-KIDS THEIR - 5TART!7-GEORGE
LIESSEL,HELEN
'HA•/ES

TODAY n

-HELEN TWELVE:TREES-AND
WERE 040SEN'
5E504 AND GIRL
STAR OF THE VEAR"---n-1 FORGET W14KH YEAR,5UT
IT WAS WHEN EVER•/150DY
WAS SAYING"KW COOL

WITH cooutour

%ow 96•11.....r.. /we.
Warke Lit..Pbernrd

ANOTHER FREE COMMUNITY SERVICE!

A SPECTACULAR TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE SERIES "HAWAII, AMERICA'S ISLAND STATE BY EDWARD BRIGHAM
JR.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM THURSDAY FEB. 261:30 p.m.

BEAUTIFUL HAWAII
ON-STAGE NARRATOR S
Edward Brigham Jr.

CO-SPONSOR
Jrrcii7r7rT
ic
Hopk insville Federal
Savings & Loan Assn.
304 E. Main

CLIP TICKET & ATTEND-DON'T MISS THIS TRAVELOGUE!
*****************************1
* FREE TICKET FOR YOUR WHOLE
FAMILY!
4
:
•
TRAVEL
AND
ADVENTURE SERIES
•
•
•
Courtesy of Your Local
41
•
ii
FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN BRANCH
*
304 E. Main Street
*
*
Co-Sponsor:
GAMMA THETA UPSILON
*
•
Honor Society in Geography
41
•
Don't Miss This Travel...eel
•
"BEAUTIFUL HAWAII"
•
Thursday. February 26. 1970 - 7:30 p.m.
4
: MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM *
4****************************4f
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France Borrows $1 Billion
From U.S. Federal Reserve

.LED

•

Buren

TIMES

ago, France was laying siege to

CORNELL COURSE
TEACHES STUDENTS
THE 'REAL WORLD'

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

WEDNESDAY —FEBRUARY 25. 1970
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•
FRYERS

PURNELL'S PRIDE GRADE"A"

•

••
••
•
•
•

weakened
French
years seriously
currency.
Under President Charles de
Ft. Knox, selling all her dollars
gold
br
and
undermining Gaulle, an& under present
confidence in the U.S. dollar as French President Georges
an-linternational reserve curren- Pompidou, France was and is
rigorously opposed to what she
cy.
Today, the French franc is no calls "the -system of blocs,"
longer a challenger of the which affords the United States
dollar, and the Banque de and the Soviet Union what
France has had to borrow $1 France considers a disproporbillion from the U.S. Federal tionately large voice in internaReserve to prop up the tional affairs.
In 1966, France demanded
gold from Ft. Knox in exchange
for the roughly $800 million she
had earned from foreign trade
and tourism. At the same time,
she began agitating for an
Increase in the official price of
gold—in other words, devaluation of the U.S. dollar.
French gold purchases and
policy statements created a
crisis
in the international
money markets, and the run on
By FREDERICK It TREESH the dollar began.
United Press International
At the height of the crisis,
France also withdrew from the
Traditionally the nation's international gold pool.
business schools provided their
When France withdrew, she
students with such skills as was in effect refusing to
math, accounting and statistics support the dollar.
and sent them off toward
The French attack on the
rewarding careers in corporate dollar almost succeeded, and
executive suites or manage- only failed when then U.S.
ment consulting firms.
President Lyndon B. Johnson
Now something else is being managed to persuade Congress
added: The real world.
to remove the minimum gold
Cornell University's Graduate cover for the dollar that
School of Business and Public required the U.S. Treasury to
Administration isr- requiring of keep at least 25 per cent of the
all its first-year students an. total value of its dollars in
-eye- open i n g course called circulation in gold.
"Issues in the Environment."
By sheer coincidence, the
Through reading, lectures and congressional action that aldir e ct participation, the lowed the United States to go i IVI
DNIZACON
students are introduced to such on selling gold happened at
social issues as urban poverty, about the same time that
the housing crisis, race rela- France had to call off its attack
tions and pollution.
on the dollar, and concentrate
By playing the Cornell hod op its domestic worries.
use game, students learn the
A student and worker revolt,
economics of housing and which resulted in nationwide
zoning and are confronted with general strikes, caused the
the kind of hard choices the flight of money from France
nation's
municipal officials and
deprived
the
French
must face. Players Bice such government of the reserves it
constraints as being unable to needed to keep up the pressure
Flavor-Kist
build a factory unless sufficient 4:if the dollar.
manpower or housing exists.
From a high point of nearly
They must decide whether to $8 billion worth of gold and
lleund3
Onesars
F
build a park if housing or f or eign currency reserves,
pollution
control
must be France in less than one year
sacrificed to pay for it.
was faced with actual bankruptStudents hear a range of cy.
lecturers, including community
militants, and
read such
adverse materials as the report
FLUBS LINES
of
the
National
Advisory
Ift• Commission
on Civil Disorders
CAMBRIDGE, England
and Eldridge Cleaver's "Soul
(UP—Prince Charles flubbed
On Ice."
DE L MONTE
The most significant aspect his line during press rehearsal
of
a
review
his
college
will
of the course, however, is the
20-oz.
participation phase in which stage later this year.
2
"What
the hell comes next?"
students research, analyze and
make specific recommendations Implored the prince as he
on real problems confronting groped for his lines before
Ithaca, N.Y., where Cornell is reporters Sunday in a rehearsal
located. In effect, the students of "Quiet Flows the Don" at
become community consultants. Trinity College.
When he forgot his lines,
They deal with such problems
as
municipal
consolidation, Charles blushed then "now you
public transportation, police can see why we need the dress
community relations, hospital rehearsal,"
and mental health facilities and
allocation of limited united fund --Safe
place to work
resources.
Prof. Fred Bent, one of four
TOENSBERT, Norway (UPli
faculty members who jointly —
There have been no accidents
present the course, said it has a of any
kind at the Esso oil
variety of objectives including refinery near
here in four years,
sensitizing students to social according to
a company
issues, involving them
in announcement. Norwegian
community affairs and empha- industry
in general loses 3.5
sizing the role of business in million
working days a year
social change.
because of accidents.
PARIS (UPI)— Three
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II PLAN-YOUR MEALS AROUND
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FOX DELUXE SNACK

Frosty Acres - 14 pounds
Cheese, 1O-oz. _ _ _ 49 HASH BROWN POTATOES ___
Sausage, 1O-oz. __ 55*
Sara Lae - 134 ounce
CHOCOLATE CAKE

PIZZA
: Imams,
•
POUND CAKE
,
•
••
• FIGS BARS Chili with
SARA LEE

12-oz.
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•
•
•
•
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9C
mina

Idaho

Potatoes 10 s. 59c:
•
•
Radishes
Celery 2 stalks 251
"
b
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•
•
•
•

190

Coffee

Pound

I

a.

II.

Bath Size

12.L

UNSWEETE NED

Gerber Strained

Grapefruit

Moon Kist
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46oz.
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. •

Del Monte
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We Will
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PRICE

WITHOUT
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Our headquarters wijI be 100 feet
nbrth of the present building.
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for

Pao

#300 Can

Fulton Ice Company has not purchased the business of the Murray
Coal and Ice Company as was
printed in our advertisement yesterday.

2
9
C•
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•
•

Pat Hacket - Mgr.

Taste-O-Sea
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6
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1
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_
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King Hussein
Suffers From
Defeat Again
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
King Hussein of Jordin has
suffered another humiliating
defeat at the hsuids of the
Palestinian commandos
The clashes between government and commando brces
which cost an estimated 30
lives between Feb. 10 and 14,
marked the second time in little
more than a year that the
Jordanian mooarc.h tried and
failed to contain the commados who openly defy his laws
and operate as a state within a
state.
A previous clash in Novena.
bar, 1968, left an estimated 24
dead and 100 mauled.
The king blamed that outbreak on a oommando group
affiliated with Syria.
As he went down like
drowning man for the second
time in the face of commando
pressures, the king explained
the latest episode as the result
of a "misuncierstanding" which
he regretted.
His agreement to "freeze" a
Feb. 10 order tightening security regulations left the commandos free to swagger the streets
of Amman, ffring their weapons
at will, to distribute unatdborlied publications and to drive
their unlicensed vehicles.
In his complicated and tease
relations with the approximately 15,000 commandos who carry
out their strikes against Israel
from inside Jordan's borders,
Hussein has found his authority
steadily diminishing and his
throne less secure.
As he has vaccillated between
hopes of a political settlement
with Israel and resignation to
the inevitability of another war,
his relations with the commandos have seen similar shifts.
Hussein's problem is that he
knows he cannot regain Jordan's west bank without a
political settlement with Lsrael
which the commandos have
sworn te destroy. But he cannot
press the commandos too far
lest he lose his throne.

&
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COST OF RAISING
CHILDREN GIVEN

DEAR ABBY: I am an
old girl with a problem.
Last year a boy in my class gut me interested in football.
Ever since then I have wanted to be a quarterback for
the
Green Bay Packers.

'Dealt-Abbv,
Reader can't
'force' her son!

Dolls don't interest me. I would rather sleep with my
football. MY second choice is to be a veterinarian I still have
my heart set on being a quarterback with the Green Bay
Packers. My Dad says I will grow out of it What do you
think?
TOMBOY
DEAR TOMBOY: Yes, you'll grow out of it. Altho the
Packers didn't have a very gesa year, their backfield is still
no place for an 11-year-old girl-type quarterback.

WEDNESDAY — FEBRUARY M. 1070
That estimate of child-raising
costs based on 1969 prices and
a "low-cost but adequate"
living standard was presented
today by an Agriculture Departmeat economist at the agency's
annual outlook conference.
Wealthier families probably
spend more than the 1969-based
estimates, poorer families less,
economist Jean L. Pennock
noted. Other experts said bit

WASHINGTON (UPI) — If
you have a child one year old,
you'll probably spend at least
$19,360 to $25,000 to raise him
(or her) to the age of 18—U
prices don't go up any more.
Mee. Far a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
eavelope.

Hate to write letters? Seed Si to Abby. Bea Mee, Los
Angeles, cal. MSS, fer Abby's booklet. "Hew se Write Letters for All Occasions."

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it elf
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box Mel, Les Angeles. Cal.

By Abigail Van Buren

families to which the estimates
applied had after-tax incomes
between $5,400 and $6,800 in
1961 and would have somewhat
higher earnings— though not as
high as $10,000— at present,

Foreigners in Sweden
STOCKHOLM (UPI)
The
number of foreigners living in
Sweden is increasing. Of the
country's 8 million people, more
than 4 per cent are foreigners,
according to the Swedish Central
Bureau of Statistics. In the three
biggest cities — Stockholm,
Goteborg and Malrnoe — 5.5 per
cent of the population is foreign.
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DEAR NO NAME: If you think you could force year use
to gait living with this girl by withholding financial help, but
deal want to "hurt his future," ft may not work. You might
"lacoavesiesce" him, but some young men make it without
money from home, and yours might. As for the girl tricking
your son into marriage by "coavealeaUy forgetting" to take
her pill—they deal have to LIVE together for this to become
a possibility, you knew.
There is DO way you can FORCE your ion to Ilse according to your rules, bat tell him that if be doesn't marry
this girl, living with her maid do him mach harm whets his
reputation comes under scrutiny by future employers.
Perusal life styles ones reveal a geed deal about an
Individual's stability, common sense, loyalty, and judgment—all important to an employer who is on the bast fer
good mew.
DEAR ABBY: I just must tell you what Johnny, my little
8-year-old grandson said to me this morning while he was
dressing. He said, "Nan, I can't wear this shirt. It itches!"
And then be added, "Why don't we write to DEAR ABBY and
ask her what to do?"
It seems that just about everything that boy wears
"itches" him. But wasn't that a cute thing he said?
MRS. J. 0.: JERSEY CITY
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DEAR MRS. 0.: Thank you ter Amin the "cute"
remark year treatises made, but it was more than
"cute' —it was a cry far help. Johnny is "itching" to tell you
that be is allergic. Se better get bits to as allergy specialist
without delay.

o
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If a VW salesman tells you it was only driven to church
on Sunday by a little old lady from Pasadena,
you can believe him.
Because Volkswogen salesmen ore taught not to
Ii..
They don't howl to
They hove the most persuasive selling weapon in
the world
The Volkswagen dealer's 100% guarantee
(Found only in cons thot pass ow. 16-point inspection.)
This simply states that for 30.days or 1COO-milios,

CRISP HEAD

LETTUCE

whichever comes first. If anything conks out that
was guaranteed' not to conk out, well ci it free
And that includes replacements, ports and labor.
So let one of our VW salesmen
show you around.
When you spot o car with the VW
100% guarantee, don't worry about
how it works.
Just how if looks

590
Apples.P.,.590

Navel Oranges.10'
Weds. Red (138

Delicious

KING SIZE 154 OFF

LUX LIQUID
32 OZ.
BTL.
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6 ,.‘ 494
1 2!
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Regular Price Without t .ouptin
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MOM
Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.
800 Cheyr,,,

DOWNYFAIRIC

Kentucky
AYT140../11)
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SOFTENER
GIANT SIZE
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PR(
SOAK

GIANT SIIF

elMbh
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11111111gn

CREST

OR

LADIES and
and shoes. P
1968 MODEL
tractor. Has
power stearin
hours. Phone
4496.
ARC REGIS]
puppies, $35.(
527-7438.
ANTIQUE Vd
finished. Al
neck rocking
refinished. P!
see Wimpy .11
House.
1969 ALPINE
Like new, AI
nance. Phone
GOOD USED
and dryer,
range. Al] eld
2223 after 2:1

TOOTHPASTE
Buy 5 (4 as I tubes and
get • $2.00 refund by mall.
Details ay•ilablo at A A P
Food Stores.

69

WANTS

DISHWASHER ALL
35 n7

ttieni 1 tnughin Pet tusiorneit..

COLLECT A SET OF SIX
POGO CHARACTER DOLLS
Whin Yo ll Buy...

C
59

HOUSE THAI
meats or vril
the range, lit
form rocker.
or 436-2458.

SAVE 244

Gelokl Only At ARP Food Morel
Coup.. enure Sav. Tel, 2R

eel en,-S, tie.. ,,,

pismire no

II camping to
iklukansent. (
6 p. m.

Lb

lliklenntAin..nlenitent

WURLITEE
and
model 145.
Reason for
chased 450
Phone 753-2

DEAR ABBY: We have a 20-year-old son in college who
has been everything a son should be. He is an adopted child,
but we feel that be is superior to any natural child we mist(
have had. I really mean this.
Last summer he met a 19-year-old girl (also a student],
and they are now living together in an apartment. They told
the landlady they are married, which they are not.
.
He says "a little scrap of paper is meaningless." He
appears to feel no shame or guilt. We've never met the girl,
and don't care to. A girl who would live like this is not our
cup of tea. Her parents are divorced, and her mother knows
she is living with our son and seems to encourage it.
Altbo she is on the pill, I'm afraid she might conveniently
"forget" one day, and our son will have to marry her.
'There are several things we could do to force them to
quit living together, but we &el want to hurt our son's
future.
We've talked briefly to a psychiatrist, also to the dean of
the college, but no one can advise tn. Can you?
NO NAME. PLEASE

Bottom Round Steak!-.b.98t Semi Boneless Hamsl...89t
b
Ground Round
98C Breakfast Bacon Lb 790

•ennene. neineinonon, Mee

LOW

WANT TO B1
Mg rig. Alum
stand mot(
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59:

%MORN
DOW OVEN ,o,Ai
CLEANER
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logs. Contict 1
Sawmill and
753-4147.
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NOTICE

NOTICE
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NOTICE
NOTICE
NOTICE
In accordance with Ken
In accordance with Kentucky
In accordance with Kentucky
Statutes, Section, 25.195 an Statutes, Sections 25.195 and Statutes, Sections 25195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given 25.200: Notice is hereby given 25200: Notice is hereby
given
that a report of Final settl that a report of Final settle- that a report of Final settle
ment of accounts was on
ment of accounts was on
ment of accounts was on
February 23rd., 1970 filed
February, 23rd., 1970 filed by
February 23rd., 1970 filed by
FOR SALO
Mary
Administ
Daubert,
L.
rat
George
NOTICE
Ovezbey
E.
Sr.,
AdminSusie Beale, Administratrix of
AUTOS POE SALE
POI RENT
NOTICE
rix
the
estate
of
Albert
of
strator
Dan
of
the
estate
of Grace the estate of Rue Beale, Dec'd..
URL1TZER ORGAN, model 1970 CALENDAR Desk Stands
bert, Dec'd.,
Wyatt, Deed.,
and Lade tone cabinet, and refUls are now available et TWO-BEDROOM duplex apart- 1966 CHRYSLER Newport, four
and
that
door
the same has bee
hardtop. Power steering
and that the same has been
model 145. Like new condition. the Ledger•Times Office Sup- ments, central heat and air,
NESBITT
and that the sane has been approved by the Calloway
approved by the Calloway
built-In range, ceramic SIG bath, and brakes. Good condition,
CoReason for sailing, have pur- ply Acre.
FABRIC SHOP
Calloway
approved
Cothe
by
TiTiC carpet throughout Call or see 095.00. Phone 480-2158. F-26-C
unty Court and ordered filed
unty Court and ordered filed
chased 4600 model Wurlitser.
Court
ordered
unty
and
filed
to lie over for exceptions. An
4 Milos South of Murray
Gene Steely, Southold. Elbol>
to lie over .!•o• exceptions. Any
Phone 753-2700.
March-34.0 SIGN UP now for organ or gui1987 MUSTANG, 6 cylinder, auperson desiring to file any ex to lie over for exceptions. Any pence desiring to file any exon Highway 641
tar lessons. Commercial or ping Center, Murray, Kentucky, tomatic with power steering.
caption thereto will
so on person desiring to file any ex- ception thereto will do so on
SET OF Golf Clubs, irons only. rock. You don't have to own 753-7860.
ITC
22,270 miles, four new tires,
or before March 73rd., 1970 o ception thereto will do so on or before March 23rd., 1970 or
Two bird cages. One pellet gun. an instrument Phone 753-7575
one owner car. In excellent conor before March 23rd., 1970 or
be forever barred.
Call 753-2264.
F-25-NC Leach's Musk Center.
be forever barred.
F-V-C OFFICE SPACE in National Ho- dition. Phone 753-2627. F-38-C
Witness my hand this 23 be forever barred.
tta Building. Over six hundred
Witness my hand this 23rd
svdoBcrildediast7evolAccettliettacesstlicole's Bn"cdaatardal"nd
Witness
1989 SUZUKI, 350 with only 600 ELECTROLUX SALES & Sermy
23rd
hand
this
day
of February, 1970.
square feet Rest room, front 1969 DODGE Swinger, 6 cylinday of February, 1970.
February
day
Miles. Eighteen foot fiberglass vice,
of
1970.
,
By: Marvin Harris,
Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. and rear entrance, off street der standard shift Phone 753By: Marvin Harris,
canoe, Appleby, camping trail- M. Sanders. Phone 382-3932
By: Marvin Harris,
County Court Clerk,
-NotInsCounty Court Clerk,
parking space for tenant, heat 9960.
County
Court
er, sleeps four, also used G. E. Lynnville, Kentucky.
Clerk,
Calloway County,
3 lines of patterns
and water furnished. Call 753Calloway County,
Calloway County,
automatic washer. Phone 489For getter Fabrics, Visit
Kentucky
March-28-C 1.283 days, after five call 753- 1964 OPEL Station Wagon.
Kentucky
Kentuck
y
=1.
BY:
Phone
F-25-C
Dewey
Ragsdale
753-2809
D
,
C
after
6:00 p. a.
5992 or see Ed F. Kirk. F-25-C
BY: Dewey Regards*
BY:
Dewey
Ragsdaie
rla
e
I
1TP
AM
NOT
responsible for any
F-26-C
CRIB of ear corn. Phone 753-117
1TP
debts other than
my own. BUILDING for body or clean
2393.
NOTIC
E
up
shop.
Electric doors, air
Signed: T. L Winchester.
In accordance with Kentucky
KENMORE Zig-Zag sewing maF-26-P compressor, hoist, natural gas
NOTICE
AUCTION SALE
a fir 111111•
Statutes, Sections 25.195 an
heat, excellent lighting, good
chine in maple cabinet. Attachaccordance with Kentucky
In
25.200:
Notice
hereby
is
given
BELTON
factory
fresh hear- location. Phone 753-3018.
E
AUCTIO
N Sale, Saturday, Febments for fancy sewing. Excelthat a report of Final settle- Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
H-1TC
lent condition, rarlely used. ing aid batteries for all make
F-25-C
ruary 28, 19:00 a. in. at the
25.200:
hereby
Notice
given
is
1
)
11
ment
accounts
of
was
on
Burl Stroud home at 702 West
Call 753-7810 after 5:30 hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
February 23rd., 1970 filed by that a report of Final settleH-1TC
Main. Will sell automatic washp. m.
F-25-P
ment
accounts
was
of
on
FURNLSHI41) four room apartREAL
[STATE POE SALE James H. Blalock and Homer
"IT WON'T DRIVE YOU
er, refrigerator, electric stove,
Williams, Co Administrators of February 23rd., 1970 filed by
SET of 327, 375 F. I. Heads, also WILL THE PERSON who hit ment near court square. Private
POUR
TO
THE
-BEDROO
M green stained the estate of Ave Farmer WU Larue Mayfield, Administratrix electric heaters, two televisions,
blue
1968
POORHO
a
Chrysler
entrance
while parkUSE"
. Phone 753-4845 after
high riser with dual line holley
Atrium house. Centrist heat and hams, Dec'd„
of the estate of Clarence May- end tables, living room suite,
F-25-C
Phone 753-8428 after 5:00 p. m. ed on Clinic parking lot on 4:00 p. m.
nice bedroom mites, lamps,
air, earPeted, family room, two
CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
field, Dec'd.,
Monday, February 23, 1970,
and
that
the
same
has
been
F-25-P from
baths, double garage, fireplace, approved by the Calloway
and that the same has been desks, cookware, dishes. Lots
10 a. m. to one p. m.,
Coof antiques. Four dining room
10 Chestnut Murray, Ky.
large court yard, city school unty Court
21-INCH boy's Schwinn bicycle, please call me at 753.539/ or THREE APARTMENTS, close to
mid ordered filed approved by the Calloway Co- suites, cherry
bedroom suite,
district Phone 753-7906. TEC to lie over for exceptio
Court
filed
In very good condition, $15.00. 435-4501 and avoid embarrass- college, 1802 Dodson Avenue.
ns. Any untY
and ordered
lamps, china, cabinet with round
Phone
perms
,
desiring
753-8584
to
s
any
ex
e
exception
.
.
over
lie
to
for
s.
ment
Any
of
Phone 753-2527.
being
F-28
arrested.
-C
Joe
Pat
F-28-C
MUST SELL, 1964 Ford Thun- WE HAVE THREE, 3-bedmoin
person
to file any ex- gips doors, dresser, chairs,
Winchester.
ception thereto will do so on ..,...„,_
F-27-C THREE-ROOM furnishe
chest glassware, trunks, spool
d apart- derbird, 64,000 miles, new tires, brick homes in Murray. AU
WHEAT STRAW. Phone 489or before March 23rd., 1970 or ``
- 1.""'n `"`-.`to will do so
2971 after 5:00 p. m.
F-25-C ASSUME PAYMENTS of $11.00 ment, $90.00 per month plus new battery, $700.00. Phone have central beat and air, car- be forever barred
or before March 23rd., 1970 on
or cabinet vane. Lots of other
peting,
utilities.
Phone Jack Ward 753- 436-5331.
storm doors and winitems too numerous to mention.
)14C
per month on console maple
be forever barred.
Witness my hand this
KEEP carpets beautiful despite color TV at Leach's Music
dows, ceramic baths, kitchen
Terry Shoemaker, auctioneer.
M-2-C
& 9135 or 753-4478.
day
of
February
,
1970.
1960
FORD,
Automati
V-8
footsteps of a busy family. Buy TV. Phone 753-7575, Dixielan
c. built-ins, utility room, carport
rjone Shroat Rule; adminisd
Witness my -ham) this 23rd
By: Marvin Harris,
Call 492-8747 before 9 p.
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham- Shopping Center.
and outside storage. Priced
,tratrix of the estate of Buel
F-27-C BUILDING, one-half block from
day
of
February
,
19E0.
County
Court Cleft,
pooer $1. Western Auto, Home
F-36-P from $19,500 to $26,000.
Stroud.
°
court square, approximately
F-27-C
By: Mervin Harris,
Calloway County,
of 'The Wishing Well". F-25-C NANCY ADAMS is now employ- 4000 sq. ft Phone
A CHOICE 3-bedroom brick
County
753-1759.
Court
1969
Clerk,
IMPALA
four
door
hardKentuck
y
ed at the Personality Beauty
borne
in Grove Heights. This
Calloway County,
F46-P top, V-8 turbo hydramatic.
WHEEL CHAIR in good condi- Salon as
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, FebBY: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
a full time beauty opKentucky
Power steering, factory air, 15,- spacious home has a white extion. Phone 753-7510.
ruary 28th at 10:00 a. m. at the
F-25-P erator. She invites her many
1TP
terior
Roman
of
brick.
The
inBY:
Dewey
Ragsdale
, D C late Hub Hill home, % mile
SMALL TRAILER for one or 000 miles, one owner, new car terior has a large
MODEL 242K CASE 2-row corn friends to phone 753-5481 for
living room
NOTICE
trade in. Gold with black vinyl
1TP north of Croasiaiod, Kentucky.
F-27-C two people. $40.00 per month. top, gold cloth interior, $2975.- with a fireplace, entry hall, 2 In accordance with Kentucky
drill with 3Wnt hitch and 7 an appointment.
Nice furniture, appliances and
Telephone 489-3623.
F-28-C
ceram.2
tile
baths,
sets of seed plates. In good
carpet,
cenStatutes,
Sections 35195 and
00. Dwain Tayor Chevrolet, Inc.,
antiques. Two bedroom mites,
tral
heat
working condition. See Preston
and
air,
separate
din25.200: Notice is hereby given
NOTICE
South 12th Street. Phone 753living and dining room suite,
NOTICE
ing area with sliding glass doors that a report of Final male- In accordance with Kentucky lots
Perry, Hazel, Ky., or call 4NOTICE
2617.
of odd chairs, tables, lining,
F-26-C
to the patio, utility room furn- meat of accounts was on
8736 after 3:00 o'clock. Fati-P
Statutes, Sections 35.195 and quilt*, lamps, pictures. To many
GOOD CLEAN 1965 Dodge pick- ished with washer and dryer, February 23rd., 1970 filed by 25.200: Notice is hereby given
items to list. Nice stove and
8' x 36' RICHARDSON mobile
upWhite, broad bed, six-cylinder, attic storage, carport. All of Art Lee, Guardian for Anne that a report of Final settlerefrigerator, lots of cooking
home, fully carpeted, furnishstraight shift. No need for it. the little extras have been in- Warren Nance, a Minor,
ment of accounts was on
utensils, extra large collection
ed. Phone 753-8835.
M-2-C
Priced right Baxter Bilbrey, cluded in the design of this and that the same has been
of fancy glass and china, also
753-5617
or
home.
753-1257
Call
for
appoint
us
an
after
approved
February
by
1970
23rd.,
filed
the
by
Calloway Co5:00
ONE POLAROID 210 camera
antique furniture such as wood
p. m.
unty Court and ordered filed Fannie Stubblefield, Ex-Sheriff dough tray, trunks, Jenne
F-364 ment.
with accessories. Cheap. Phone
Lind
WE
HAVE
two
economy
priced
to lie over for exceptions. Any of Calloway County for taxes bed, telephone, picture
753-5253.
F-36-C
1.967 FORD Fairlane XL, two- frame homes
frames,
near Murray. One person desiring to file any ex- collected up through January silver, kerosene
lamp, double
door hardtop, 390 automatic, Is located in Almo and
4 PRACTICALLY NEW Gold King
the other ception thereto will do so on 3, 1970, for 1989 taxes,
barren shot man, brims knob
power steering, power disc
- size bed spread, $15.00. 24' x 38'
Is near the New Hope Baptist or before March 23rd., 1970 or and that the same has been haws, bean
pots, kettles, jars
brakes, air conditioner and mag Church. Roth are
, bullitin board, $2.00 Phone 753good substan be forever barred.
approved by the Calloway Co- and jugs. Lots of other
wheels. Phone 753-1547. M-2-P
good
ko-a 81W7.
tial homes.
P-26C
Witness my, hand this 23111 unty Court and ordered filed antiques, also hand
and gardat 7:00 o'clock p.m. .
1.
HAZEL,
3bedidtak
DI
frame
i`
erteeptior
day
Any
ie.
ever
foe.'
of
De
-1966
FebruitY
,
CREVSOLET Impala Surisaare'BOAT, motor, trailer,
en tools. Lunch ;oak drink*.
By: Marvin Harris,
persao desiring to fife any -et- For information call
per Sport, V-8, automatic. Ex- home on Gilbert Street. Has an
411. camping lent plus camping
Hildred
attached
1-bedroo
m
garage
ai
caption
County
thereto
Court Clerk,
cellent condition. Price reasonwill do so on Paschall 492-8483 or Otto Chesfclinement. Call 402-8790 after
at
partment
,
75'
x
300'
lot.
Calloway County,
able. See at 918 North 18th
or before March 23rd., 1970 or ter's Auction Service 435-4042
6 p. a.145
-C
,
Kentucky
be forever barred.
Street after 5:00 p. m. F-27-P 30 ACRES good producing farmLynn Grove.
11?
MAPLE FINISH bunk beds with
land about 4 miles west of Mur- BY: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
1964 CHEVROLET Impala Su- ray. Has one stock pond and
mattrem and covers. Call 75311, Witness my hand this 23rd
There were 253 fewer
1694.
per Sport. Good condition. 6 acre corn base. Near blackday of February, 1970.
tornadoes in 1968 than in 1967
NOTIC
Phone 762-2983.
E
F-27 C top road.
but 15 more persons were killed
RED MOPED. Reasonably pricA GOOD cattle farm: 92 acres In accordance with Kentucky
By: Marvin Harz,
in the storms.
ed. Phone 753-3040.
1988 BUICK Skylark four door near New Providen
F-26-NC
ce, on black- Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
County Court Clerk,
hardtop with factory air and top, with four room house. This 25.200: Notice is hereby given
USED REFRIGERATOR. ReasCalloway County,
*5*
power. 1967 Buick Laabre four farm is well fenced
with woven that a report of Final settleonably priced. Dinues TV & ApKentucky
door hardtop with factory air wire and his lots of
Georgia
also known as the
is
ment
accounts
of
was
on
water
for
pliance, 118 South 12th Street
BY: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
and power. Cain and Taylor stock.
Empire State of the South and
HELP WANTED
February 23rd., 1970 filed by
Phone 753-3037.
SERVICES OFFERED
1TP
F-26-C
Gulf Station. Corner of 8th and 108 ACRES
the Peach State.
on Ky. .614. This Ila Nell West, Administratrix of
1961 FORD tractor. 135 Massey. WANTED: middle-age lady to FOR YOUR home remodeling. Main.
7-27-C property is located within a few the estate of Robert Herman
Ferguson, excellent condition live in with elderly lady, not additions and repairs. Fres esti- 1967
BUICK Skylark four door minutes drive from Murray, yet Taylor, Dec'd.,
Stokes Tractor & Implement an invalid. Private bedroom mates. Call 7866129 or '- hardtop
and that the sane has been
with factory air and the terrain and the large ,woodAnswer to Yesterday's Puzzle
Co., Industrial Road, Murray. with everything furnished. No 7848.
Feb.-21-C power. Real nice.
ed portion makes it possible to approved by the Calloway Co-washing or ironing, good home,
1987 Chrysnmm
=VDU GIMM
ACROSS
unty
4-Short ship
Court
-get
and
away
F-36-C close to town.
from
ordered
all".
it
Priced
filed
ler
New Yorker, four door
rim! OLSAA0REId
At least one day SEPTIC TANK TROUBLE. If
5.Elegin
to lie over for exceptiorre. Any
$125 per acre.
1 Mountain lake
hardtop
6
with
URUM
Intractable
a
you
ON UMAROPI
factory
week
are
off.
air
esperien
Write
and
,
cing
giving indifficulHOUSE TRAILEFt, take up pay5-Remain
157 ACRES located 3 miles N. person desiring to file any experson
UU0 MOMMO
9-Definite articN
ments or will rent. Also elec- formation concerning yourself ties with your septic tank cell power and vinyl roof. Cain and E. of Murray on Van Cleve ception thereto will do so on
7-Men's
MIRO TO WORM
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
nickname
tric range, baby bed and plat- as to age, health, etc., in care today, your problems may be 8th
UMO WEIR MIMS
volcano
Road. Approximately 110 acres or before March 23rd., 1970 or
8-Still
and Main.
7-27-C
form rocker. Phone 753-8414 of this paper, Box 324. F-25-C solved by Empty pumping out
13-Sto
OM
ry
•
WOOMMM MN
9-Sing
be
ing
forever barred.
voice
cleared and well maintained.
your tank. Call Steely & By14-Lampney
10-Pronoun
0(1013 mum MOB
or 438-2458.
Witness
my
This
hand
is
Latin
the
this
property
15
known
23rd
as
11-Sponion
1966
@Nock
GOMM PIM UMMri
VOLKSWAGEN with fat,
WANTED: Experienced watt- num Southside Shopping CMS.
conjunction
day of February, 1970.
17-Babylonian
UW1M man
LADIES and children* clothing yeas for part time work, approx- or, Murray. Kentucky, 753-71111, tory Mr. Local car. 1965 Chev- the Ed Rogers Farm.
16-Fruit
deity
By:
WE
Marvin
HAVE
Harris,
WORM° UMWIAM
STARTE
JUST
conD
18-Metal
rolet impala four door sedanl
and shoes. Phone 7534392.
19-Pronoun
imately 30 hours per week.
20
-Spanish
LIAA
County
struction
21-Den
Court
OIDMU BUN
on
Clerk,
three
more 3-bedwith factory air and all power.
article
23-Resorts
Must be neat, efficient, and able SAWS FILED,
U00 1UR3M UMU
Calloway County,
electric heaters Cain and Taylor Gulf Station room brick homes in Lynnwood
22-Academic
-Perform
25
IS •
subjects
1968 MODEL 135 Ferguson to furnish good references. No d all mall appliances repair- Corner of 6th and Main.
Kentucky
26-Spirited
F-27-C Estates. U you are interested
24-Covers
NXI*11
38-Loved one
tractor. Has multi-power and phone calls. Apply In person ed. 512 R So. 12th St., 753-6087.
in a good home and a top value, BY: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
56-Obscure
27-Breek
•
27-One who delights 40-Roman date
58-Gratuity
power steering. Only used 200 to Colonial House Smorgasbord.
suddenly
in cruelty
March-V-C 1965 MUSTANG Fastback, 289 we can assist you in securing
• 43-Talks idly
1TP
60-Hindu cymbals
29 Bark cloth
F-27-C
motor, soutormseir treeemission d 6 1/4% loan with no escalat28-Body of water
hours. Phiuse 753-3466 of 75346-Distance
61 Exist
31 -Soak
30-Units of Siamese
WILL KEEP babies or small with -power steering. 1963 Fat- ,ir.,ciause, and terms up to
manure (pl.)
4496.
32 Spanish for
30
F-27-C ARE YOU THE WOMAN? I am
62 Chaldean city
NOTICE
currency
48.Wearies
children in my home by the slay cod 6 cylinder, automatic.
33
Sow
ears.
64-Co
-Artificial
51
mpass point
Cain
In accordance with Kentucky 34 Evaluate
AKC REGISTERED Dachshund looking for a woman who has or week. Call 753-3609. if-2-C and Taylor Gulf
35 Goddess of
language
66.f5f01 Islands
Station. Corn- TO
us! TO SELL ... Statutes, Sections 25.195 and 36 Note of scale
discord
53-Note of scale
whirlwind
puppies, $35.00. Phoele Benton, the desire to get into sales. One
er of ilth and Main.
Mended with
F-27-C list with gii!
25.200: Notice is hereby given 37 cotton
who feels they have the ability CAREFUL
and
dependable
527-7433.
M-3-C
for salsa, but has never had t child care service. Infanta thro- 1965 VOLICSWAGEN, local car. FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th that a report of Final settle- 39 Band of color
41 Preposition
ANTIQUE WALNUT bed, re- opportunity to prove their
ugh ages five. Mrs. Beriene Low Good mechanical condition. 1964 & Maple, Phone 753-7333. ment of accounts was on
42 Profound
Home phones: Fulton Young, February 23rd., 1970 filed
finished. Also antique goose th. If this is for you, for ap- ery, phone 753-2620.
44
Took one's
by
M-2-C Pontiac Bonneville tour door
Ishmael Stinson, 753- Euple Dix, Administratrix of
Part
neck rocking chair, completely pointment call 7534970,
hardtop with factory air and all 7534066;
45 Pigpen
1334.
WILL DO SEWING and alteraF-27-C
estate
refinished. Phone 7334150 or tween 2 and 5 p. m.
of Hugh P. Dix, 47-Arrow
the
F
power. Local car. Cain and Taytions. Also will baby sit at
49-Places
see Wimpy Jones at the Court
lor Gull Station. Corner of 6th FOUIWIEDROOM home, living Dec'd.,
50 Former
night
Phone
753-8898
.
F-28-C
and
that
House.
the
same
has
been
and Main.
F-27-C
room,
Russian ruler
747-C
dining room, carpeted,
TRUCK DRIVERS ,(Straight or
approved
52 Foray
by
the
Calloway
Co-WILL
family
DO carpenter work, home
room,
fireplace
and
full
1969 ALPINE camping trailer. Semi). Experience helpful but
54
Senor
(abbr )
1964 BUICK Wildcat four foor basement
on IS acre city lot, unty Court and ordered filed 55 Land measure
Like new, sleeps six, WW fi- not necessary. Can earn ex- remodeling and repair, block sedan with power steering
to
over
lie
for
exception
s.
57
Any
Jog
and
$30,000.00. Phone 753-6073.
nance. Phone 733-4129. M-3-P tremely high pay after abort laying, concrete work. Phone brakes. 1964 Buick LeSabre
person desiring to file any ex- 59 Near
four
4366534.
F-27-C
61 Embryo
3I-3-C ception
training; for local and over-thedoor
thereto will do so on
sedan,
power
steering and
Rower
GOOD USED automatic washer
road
hauling.
63
Arrow parson
For
applicati
WEEKLY
brakes.
or
before
on
or
A local car. Cain and
monthly cleaning
March 23rd., 19%0 or
and dryer, refrigereipr, and
65 Greek letter
The western meadowlark is be forever barred.
write: Nation Wide Semi Divi- service. Home or office. Phone Taylor Gulf Station. Corner
67 Bitter vetch
of
range. All electric. Phone 753so
sion, Suite 214 Marine 13147
Witness my hand this 23rd 68 Army meal
1 753-8199.
41F47-P 5th and Main.
F-V-C Nebraska's state bird
=3 after 2:00 p. m. F47-P
69 Skin of fruit
New Cirice Road, N. E.
day of February, 1970.
60
1963 PONTIAC station wago
* 5 *
ton, Kentucky 40505 or call 606By: Marvin Harris,
DOWN
NOTICE
with factory air and power.
299-6912, after 5 p. m. 606-252County Court Clerk,
1 Golf mound
1963 Ford four door sedan. Lo- The first school in Arkansas
3464.
2
(scorts
F-25-C
Calloway County,
WANTED TO BUT
3 Registered
cal car. Cain and Taylor Gulf was established at Swight
Kentucky
nurse (BOO,)
New Shipment Just Arrives:Ill
Station. Corner of 6th and Main.Mission,' near the present
Distr. by United Fe lure Syndicate. ow.
WANT TO BUY complete fish
BY: Dewey Ragsdale, D C
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We are running A
NEED A JOB? Company has
v"
Russelld
ie,
in
lag rig. Aluminum boat, trail1820.
1/474
1TP
"SAVE
YOU
two openings. Part time, $50.00
MONEY
SALE"
er sad motor. Call 7534030, per
Heavy Shag, $3.95 sq. yd.
week and up, ,fuil. time,
after 5:00 p. m.
TENC,
Candy Stripe, Hi density rub$100,000 and up. For interview
ber back, $2.99 sq. yd.
WANTED: standing Umber and write Linda Emerson, 702 MeaHeavy Cue.Plle, while it last,
logs. Contxt Ira Sates, Murray dowlane, Murray, Ky.
M-2-C
$3.95 sq. yd.
Sawmill and Lumber Co. Phone
F
I IWID/ HERE'S THE HEAD
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I NEVER KNEW 50 /WNW D065
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BEAGLE RETURN+ N6
HEAD BEAGLE
COULD 6E1 INTO 50 MUCH TROUBLE
pet.
$3.95
sq. yd.
DAY WAITRESS wanted. Apply
•
HOME AFTER HEARIN&
BEAGLE HA5 AP
in person University Inn, North Other Pattern design caPpet,
$2.99 sq. yd.
P6LEEP? IT!
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10th Street,
7-36-C
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Hundreds of Yards to
LOW • POUND
Si
Choose Prom
LOST. Drifted from Snipe WANTS): ZIPerienced cooks Threw Rugs
-bound edit'sand
waitresse
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Top
Creek, a redwood boat dock.
pay, steady Also, cut off pieces,
bath
Has two styrafosun muskrat wort. Unemployment insuranroom pieces.
proof blocks under It. Reward Ce. Apply in person from 11:00
PASCHALL DISCOUNT
*3600. Call Isabelle or Flp_yd a- in
CO
Etntudry CfiffIn Mrert ariTiTtehr.-Kv -TakTididge Restaura
Mpg* 024733
nt, Aurora,
311745311.
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rs living in
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fish Central
In the three
Stockholm,
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n is foreign.
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NESBITT FABRIC
SHOP

s129.00.

ME MERCHANT'S CREDIT
ASSOCIATION

Will Have A Coffee Meeting
Thursday Night, February 26th

the
SOUTHSIDE RESTAURANT
All Members Are Urged To
Attend This Meeting
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the House, deals with regulations affecting persons install1mg or repairing tommercial
weIghing and measuring devices.
Sixteen new hills were introduced in the House Tuesday.
Re9Dilltkonf lauding the University of Kentucky basketball
team and the Kentucky Chap,

Unit,

ters of the Future Farmers of
America FFA aim were adopt-

a

ed.
Education Aid for IT.S. Indians
LAWRENCE, Kan. (UPI) —
Students in a new interculture
communications course offered
by the University of Kansas
include American Indians.
Under an arrangement with
nearby Haskell Institute, a
school operated for Indians by
the U.S. government, Indians
were enrolled with university
students, with the two. groups
conducting a continuous
laboratory on communications
problems.
Dr. Lynn Osborne, teacher of
the seminar, is a nationally
known specialist in speech and
communication of the American
ndian.

HIJACKER—Food being scarce in snowy Washington, this pigeon decided to help itself to a
nut which was just about to be eaten by a squirrel. The hijacker got away with it, too.

KU Board...

the State Capitol to press de- 700,000 public elementary and
mands for more money. Legis- secondary school childien with
lators informed them. however, an unexpected vacation. A simKenflmsed Frans Page
First jury to serve In the present court house According to 17 T. S. Chester, 18 Lee Armstrong 19 Duke Russell, 20
that "the well Is dry," there ilar strike in MB lasted only
the numbers they are asfollows 1 Lube Brown, 2 James Hicks, William H Stone, 21 Seaton Redden, 22 J. B. Hodge, 23 F. U.
the crowd. She is immediate
isn't anymore."
3 J. R. Jackson, 4 J. J. Williams, 5 J. W. Beaman, 6 J. T. Docc, 24 J. J. McCuiston.
one day.
unnumbered Perenent left to
past president on the ILEA
Crosby, 7 A, Y. McNeeley, 8 Jobe Dick, 9 J. M. Blllington, right are Circuit Judge Handberry. Sheriff Will Patterson,
The comments, which emot- Before Republican and Demo
10 T. F. Marr, 11 Tom Cathey, 12 John A. Washer, 13 Paten 1
ed a two-minute standing ova- cretin party caucuses, Lieut. It was enough to pressen* the
County Attorney Joe Lancaster.
Key,14 C. L.Burkeen,,15 Booker M.Guthrie, 16 C. W. Guthrie, Deputy Sheriff Tom Jones and
mad out to be the high- Gov. Wendell Ford, the presid- legislature into appropriating
an additional $23 million toward
light of the twohour meeting ing officer of the state Senate,
This picture was taken inApril
attended by stIte Sen. Ron Mas said legislative leadership might trochees 'Mem
America's first paper milllteas soli, D-Louisville,
The AMA wants a $600 salary
1914. The gram assembledatthe
and slate Rep. attempt to esteblish "lines of
south entrance of the present Ca- erected in Philadelphia in 1690 Peter Conn, D-Jefferson Coon- commwdcation" with the 'Mik- hike over the -next two years.
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
limy County Court House, was by William Rittenhouse.
ty. Other state officials were los teachero in an attempt to The legislature has appropriatend the walkout.
the first jury to serve in that buiinvited,
but did not attend.
* * *
But after the omens. Peed ed only half that amount The
"Well is Dee
Word has been received of lding.
said
no such action would be associate= also wants a profs"It was a different kind of day
The last surviving member of
NEW YORK — William Kiwast, 38, father of quintuPlein tern the death of Mrs. 'G. 0. Cook
Vitamin A is supplied in milk, for ltdbaffrond Conn's coun- taken, adding, "no one negoti- In01181 negotiations law, a fringe
this
group
'was
Mr.
A.
Y.
Mo.
after
of
shortly
formerly
Hospital,
Fla.,
of Miami,
Tuesday night at Columbia Presbyterian
benefit program and removal of
cream, butter, ice cream,cheese, terparts at Prearkfort Tuesday, ates with the leStalature."
Murray, who passed away this Neely,(No.?) who died February
the birth was announced.
liver, egg yolk, and green and' as scores of strildng public The AMA-lad week stoppage the ceilings on local school tax
20, 1966, failing to reach the age
morning at 1:30.
ratea
"Ton wouldn't happen to have five new names bandy?
yellow vegetables.
school teachers descended on has left most of Betio:WW2
"I can tell you one thing. We're going to be needing a lot more She was 79 years of age and of 97 years, by justafew months.
her death followed in eidendIle proudly displayed
this
house pretty soon."
ed illness. She was the former photogrMi on the sall °this
ving room ti mornhan fifty
WASHINGTON — Sen. Walter F. Mondale, D-141110-, speaking to EtherGarrett, tiatighter—ol-Jim
committee of the Democratic Advisory Council about Vice Presidentand Hattie Garrett of Calloway years.
As were mostofthese citizens,
Spiro T. Agnew's speech deploring colleges that admit underprivil- County.
Survivoras include her hus- he was a native of Calloway
eged students below normal requirementg
"I don't think we've ever had a vice president who every night band, G. 0. Cook of Miami, County, being born April 27,
Fla.; daughter, Mrs. Hattie 1869 in the Coldwater conimucould think of something new to attack.
"Instead of bringing us together, Vice President Agnew, with Hinkley of Houston, Texas; sou, nity.
Gilman Cook of Hollywood,
He voted the Democrat ticket
the sponsorship of the President, seems to be spending full time
Fla.; brother, Leonard Garrett for 75 consecutive years, help.
tearing us apart."
Mich.;
sister-in-law,
of Detroit,
ing to elect six different men to
of 1516 the office of president, for ten
AMHERST, Mass.- Former Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey, Mrs. Jimmy Garrett
Glendale, Murray; eight grand- terms.
* MEATS *
who changed the topic of his address at the University of Massach- children.
usetts from foreign policy to comments on the Chicago conspiracy Funeral and burial services
No.21
trial but was nevertheless driven from the stage by protesters in will be held Friday in Miami,
CAA
4ONO%
.
the audience '
Letter
To
Fla.
questionable
highly
is
Seven
Chicago
"The conviction of the
(Continued From Pais 1)
constitutionally. It violates every standard of justice. It is my
BUSH'S
opinion that this conviction will ultimately be taken on to appeals
ilities is significant. The U.S
Chamber of Commerce has estito higher courts and overturned."

The

Quotes From The News

n

Mrs. G. 0. Cook
Dies In Miami

WANNS

Editor

Funeral Held Today
LONDON — Sylvia Allen, 34, who will have doctors fertilize for Mrs. Mae West
an egg outside her body in an effort to give birth despite seven

mated that a new plant creating 100 jobs is worth the following to any given communThe funeral for Mrs. Mee ity: (1) brings in 359 new peoyears of cW1diess marriage because her Fallopian tubes are
'West of Almo Route One was ple to the town; (2) 100 additblockeck
held today at two p.m. at the ional households; (3) $710,000 in
"All I want in the world is to be a mother."
chapel of the Max H. Churchill additional spending power; (4
Funeral Home with Rev. Ran- $129,000 in new bank deposits
dolph Allen end Rev. Charles and (5) $361,000 extra spent
Hale officiating.
in local stores. Of additional
Pallbearers were Earl Wyatt, importance, is the benefit deTom Lyles, Lee Bell, Orlon rived from the common carriers,
Tubbs, F. W. Dorrah, and Cul- both- rail and truck.
Duns Review reports that i
Graveside rites for Mrs. CharMAYFIELD, Ky., Feb. 24 — len Forrest. Burial was in the
les (Maxine) Oakley of Gaines- Meet distance dialing (DOD) Murray City Cemetery with the the United States today ther
ville, Fla., formerly of Murray, will be added to the Sedalia ew arrangements by the Max H. are more than 20,000 indust
rial development organization
will be held at the Murray change of the Wear Kentucky Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. West, age 75, died Mon- and last year an estimated $45,
City Cemetery on Friday at two Rural Telephone Co-op Thursday at the Murray-Calloway 000 expenditure was made by
p.m. with Rev. William Porter
day, according to P. L. Finks, County Hospital. Her husband, these organizations for adverofficiating.
manager of the cooperative.
Frank, died June 9, 1965 She tising and promotion of industThe body is being brought to
Finks said the new service will was a member of the Hardin rial development. The principle
the Max IL Churchill Funeral
Media used in locition advertisHome where friends may call go into effect in the Sedalia area Baptist Church,
at 10 a.m. Thursday. He noted
Survivors are two daughters, ing are Fortune, Business Week,
after six p.m. on Thursday.
Funeral services were held that letters containing informa- Mrs. Leon Winchester of Evans- The Wall Street Journal, Dun
Tuesday at two pin, at the Trin- tion on how to use DDD have ville, Ind., and Mrs. Harold Review etc. This advertisin
ity United- Methodist Church in been mailed to all the subscrib- Wyatt of Almo Route One; son, suggests to prospects seekin
Gainesville.
ers affected by the new service. Claiborne West of Columbus, sites that -"your town" is proMrs. Oakley, age 51, died Sat- These letters should be used as Ga.; sister, Mrs. Clara McCraw claiming its positive attitude tourday at five p.m. et Gaines- a reference until the new 1970 of Athens, Tenn.; three broth- ward industry. The importance
ville, Fla. Survivors are her telephone directory is issued, he ers, Morris Wofford of Lake. at such an attitude is reflectA
husband, Charles Oakley, daugh- said.
land, Fla., Monroe and Mina oy a survey among the leading
Wofford of Granite City, Hi.; 500 U.S. companies by Fortune
ter, Debbie Oakley, and two
Finks
said
the
co-op
exchanges
sons, Herbie and Steve Oakley,
seven grandchildren; two great which concluded that these
in
Puryear,
Cottage Grove and grandchildren.
all of Gainesville. Fla.; mother,
:•ompanies consider "attitude"
Mrs. Pearl Hancock of Harris- South Hazel, Tenn., as well as
the most crilcitl of all environexchanges
in
Fairdealing,
Fancy
Betty
Mrs.
burg, Ill.; sister,
mental factds. In addition, adFarm,
Folsomdale,
Hazel
and
Bynum of Warren, Mich.; brovertising prevents an area from
Wingo,
Ky.,
now
are
equipped
ther, Jack Hancock of Blythe
''losing by default."
ville, Ark.; three grandchildren with direct distance dialing. The
A prime example of what a
remaining nine exchanges servcity may accomplish with adADULTS 102
ed by the co-op will be equipped
NURSERY 7
vertising is contained in the
with the service by September, FEBRUARY 23, 1970
"Atlanta Story." With their
Finks added.
motto "Forward Atlanta,- the
city fathers began advertising
NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
to mark Atlanta as a fast-pacMrs. Carolyn Weatherford and ed 'city on the move. This adFinal rites for Darrell ShoeBaby Boy, Rte. 3, Buchanan, To. vertising is credited with motivating Atlanta's own businessmaker were held today at two
no.
Federal State Market News
men to take part in promoting
p. m. at the chapel of the Blatheir city, is well as stimulatlock-Coleman Funeral Home Service 2-25-'70 Kentucky PurDISMISSALS
ing direct Inquiries from banks,
with Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, chase Area Hog Market Report
Jr., and Bro. Henry Hargis of- Includes 9 Buying Stations.
Mrs. Ida Perry, 408 1 2 North utilities, and large corpora:pins.
Receipts: Act. 1049 Est. 750 1st, Murray; Master Fred Reed, It would appear to me that
fkiating.
were Head, Barrows and Gilts Ste- 206 N. Cherry, Murray; Mrs. action of a similar nature is
pallbearers
Active
Charles Sanders, Cotlan Fu- ady; Sows. Steady.
Loretta Wilson and Baby Girl, indicated for Murray 1 e E x.
trell, Hugh Miller, Hardiman US 2-3 190-230 lbs 327 50-28.00: Rte. 5, Murray, Mrs. Nancy Ha- pect to grow and prosper The
record for Murray has ri,,1 been
Miller, Bob W. Miller, Harry US 2-4 190-240 lbs 327.00-27.50: neline and Bar
Boy, Rte. 7,
U. Sledd, Terry Shoemaker, US 2-4 240-260 lbs $26 50-27.00; Mayaeld; Mrs. ietty Brittain, bright. Two firms wtyp.h ex:
US 3-4 260-280 lbs 326.00-26.50:
pressed considerable intereyt in
and Bobby Fain.
Rte. 6, Murray; meth Thomas, Murray
chose other. I,.
Honorary pallbearers were SOWS:
Rte. 6, Murray; rs. Daisy Ferand another, The Carror CorEd Cltrisman, Beale Outland. US 1-2 270-350 lbs $235024.00,
guson,
New
Concord;
Anthony
poraticrn. set up a olio?
Few $24.50.
Cecil B. Farris, Henry Warren,
Garrett, National Hotel, Murray; lion which
could have jr.r1 to
Herman K. Ellis, Burgess Park- US 1-3 300 550 lbs $22 50-23.50:
Clete
Farmer,
Box
347,
Murray;
construction of a new p.
er, Nat Ryan Hughes, Robert 0. US 2-3 450-650 lbs $21 50-22.50. Mrs.
405
N.
Farmer,
Lorene
so decided to relocate 4' i'rrlMiller, H. Glenn Doran, James
4th St., Murray; Mrs. Bertha ed individuals M1,1,t
' U. Lassiter, Ralph McCuiston, Piano
beginners
Wilker, Box 93, Hardin; Darrell realistic appraisal of 11JL D. Miller, Buird Hurt, Dan
.
Shoemaker (Expired), Rte. 1, Mu attributes as well a.
Hutson, and C. T. Winslow,
-rtNEW YORE (UPli
rray; Mrs. Mae West (Expired), comings and this cer.,
Music
,n
Jr.
eludes the attitude 1,f
Interment was in the Murray educators generally agree that, Rte. 1, Almo.
fro
from
'the
standpoint
of
——————
physical
and then take positive
Cemetery with the arrange
and readiness to Finnish exports
acquire the desirati;e
ments by the Blalock-Coleman
learn, eight is the ideal age for
Murray so desperately
Funeral Home.
hnialarcHELSINKI (CPI
Shoemaker, age 52, died Mon the average boy or girl to begin
Charles B
industrial exports for 1969 are
day at the Murray.Callovvay Co Piano les-sons.
But, there really is no expected to show a total of
unty Hospital. Survivors are
That's w h y you about 7.5 billion marls
14
his wife. Martha. daughter, Mrs innexible rule
Farm ponds properk F'Larry McGuire. son. Harold sometimec hear of a four or five billioni, an in( rease of and constructed I at:
ice
Shoemaker. sister. Mrs. Brent bear old playing the piano. Most approsimatcly 21) per tent over 100 to 300 pounds
tier
I rude Ministrt
the
Iitc.NutL and three grandchil- piano teachers are reluctant to 1 9))S
year.
acre
each
accept pupils that yOung. e;stimates
tren.
thou ev err
-

Mrs. Charles Oakley
Rita Here Friday
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Get Direct
Distance Dialing
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47°
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°
* 33

4-lb. bag
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SELF—RISING
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6 pak
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